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Abstract
Information about a random event (termed the source) is typically treated as a (possibly
noisy) function of that event. Information has a destination, an agent, that uses the in-
formation to make a decision. In traditional communication systems design, it is usually
assumed that the agent uses the information to produce an estimate of the source, and
that estimate is in turn used to make the decision. Consequently, the typical objective
of communication-systems design is to construct the communication system so that the
joint distribution between the source and the information is "optimal" in the sense that
it minimizes the average error of the estimate. Due to resource limitations such as cost,
power, or time, estimation quality is constrained in the sense that the set of allowable joint
distribution is bounded in mutual information.
In the context of an agent using information to make decisions, however, such metrics
may not be appropriate. In particular, the true value of information is determined by how
it impacts the average payoff of the agent's decisions, not its estimation accuracy. To this
end, mutual information may not the most convenient measure of information quantity since
its relationship to decision quality may be very complicated, making it difficult to develop
algorithms for information optimization.
In this thesis, we study the value of information in an instance of an uncertain decision
framework: shortest path optimization on a graph with random edge weights. Specifically,
we consider an agent that seeks to traverse the shortest path of a graph subject to some
side information it receives about the edge weights in advance of and during its travel. In
this setting, decision quality is determined by the average length of the paths the agent
chooses, not how often the agent decodes the optimal path.
For this application, we define and quantify a notion of information that is compatible
with this problem, bound the performance of the agent subject to a bound on the amount
of information available to it, study the impact of spreading information sequentially over
partial decisions, and provide algorithms for information optimization. Meaningful, analytic
performance bounds and practical algorithms for information optimization are obtained by
leveraging a new type of geometric graph reduction for shortest path optimization as well
as an abstraction of the geometry of sequential decision making.
Thesis Supervisor: Munther A. Dahleh
Title: Professor
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Information about a random event (termed the source) is typically treated as a (possibly
noisy) function of that event. Formally, information is as any other random event sharing a
joint distribution with the source. Information is considered to have a destination, an agent,
that uses the information to make a decision. In traditional communication systems design,
it is usually assumed that the agent uses the information to produce an estimate of the
source, and that estimate is in turn used to make the decision. Consequently, the typical
objective of communication systems design is to construct the communication system so
that the joint distribution between the source and the information is "optimal" in the sense
that it minimizes the average error of the estimate. Due to resource limitations such as
cost, power, or time, information optimization is constrained in the sense that the joint
distribution is limited to a set of distributions.
A fundamental framework for the study of information communication and estimation
error is information theory. In information theory, the total "amount" of information con-
tained in the source is defined as its entropy, and the mutual information between the
source and the information is defined as the amount by which the entropy of the source is
reduced on average once we know the information. Bounds on the agent's estimation error
can be derived or computed directly from the mutual information. The limitations imposed
on optimizing the joint distribution between the source and the information is captured
in the abstraction of a communication channel over which information is communicated.
The communication channel limits the maximum possible mutual information between the
source and the agent. This bound is termed the channel's capacity.
In the context of an agent using information to make decisions, such traditional metrics
may not be appropriate. In particular, the true value of information is determined by how it
impacts the average payoff of the agent's decisions, not its estimation quality. To this end,
mutual information may not the most convenient measure of information quantity since its
relationship to decision quality may be very complicated.
In this thesis, we study the value of information in an uncertain decision framework. We
consider an agent who (a) uses information about the source to estimate the quality of its
possible decisions (not necessarily the source), (b) can optimize the information it receives
subject to a bound on some useful measure for information quantity, and (c) can consider
making partial decisions as information arrives or wait until all of the information arrives
before making a complete decision. We specifically explore this framework in the context
of shortest path optimization.
In shortest path optimization, an agent uses information about the random edge weights
of a graph to determine the shortest-average path in the graph. In this setting, information
quality is determined by the average length of the paths the agent chooses, not how often
the agent decodes the optimal path. We define and quantify a notion of information that is
compatible with this problem, bound the performance of the agent subject to a bound on
the amount of information available to it, study the impact of spreading information sequen-
tially over partial decisions, and provide algorithms for optimizing information. Meaningful,
analytic performance bounds and practical algorithms for information optimization are ob-
tained by leveraging a new type of geometric graph reduction for shortest path optimization
as well as an abstraction partial decision making.
The outline of this thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2, we define the concepts and
notations used throughout this thesis, formally describe the framework for shortest path
optimization under limited information, and present our objectives. In Chapter 3, we
review some research that is, in some cases, qualitatively related to our work and, in other
cases, technically related. In Chapter 4, we provide computational and analytic bounds
for performance and algorithms for information optimization. In Chapter 5, we study how
information spread over partial decisions impacts the agent's performance. In Chapter 6,
we study of an alternative but related problem: network flow optimization. And, finally, in
Chapter 7, we provide some final conclusions.
Chapter 2
Definitions, Notation, and
Objectives
The concepts and tools used in this thesis are based in probability theory, optimization
theory, and graph theory, and a working knowledge of these fields is assumed of the reader.
In this chapter, we present a set of notation, assumptions, and basic definitions that will be
used throughout the remainder of the thesis. A limited set of foundational results for the
thesis are also provided.
2.1 Basic Definitions and Notation
2.1.1 Random Variables and Sets
We write random variables (RVs) in capital letters (e.g., X), and denote the event X E S
as P(X E S) or Px(S). We write X ~ p if X has p as its probability density function
(PDF), and let N(p, 0.2) be the normal distribution with mean y and variance 0.2. E [X]
and VAR [X] are, respectively, the expected value and variance of X, and for a random
vector X = (Xi,..., Xn), VAR [X] = En VAR [Xi] whereas COV [X] = E [XXT] -
E [X] E [X]T. For two RVs X, Y, we define X(Y) = E [X|Y] as the estimate of X given Y
d(which we simplify to X if the argument is understood), and we say X = Y if both RVs
are drawn from the same distribution.
If A is a set, |AI is the number of elements in A. For another set B, A\B is the set of
elements in A but not in B. If A c R" and x E R", A - x = {a - x I a E A}. If A is
a subspace, then AL is the orthogonal subspace to A, and if A is an affine subspace, then
define the subspace A = A - {a} for any a E A '. We denote the sphere of radius r and
center c as B(r, c) = {x I lix - cl|2 < r 21.
For a positive (semi)definite matrix M, N = VIi is the unique positive (semi)definite
matrix satisfying M = N2
'It does not matter which a E A is selected, A will be the same subspace
Finally, for a < b, let
[x] = min {max {x, a}, b},
with [x]+ = max {x, 0}, and [x] = min {x, 0}. For ease, we simply denote E [[x]b] as
E [x] .
2.1.2 Graphs and Paths
We define a graph G by a pair (V, E) of vertices V and edges E. Because we allow any two
vertices to have multiple edges connect them, we forgo the usual definition E C V x V and
instead define a head and tail for each edge e E E by hd (e) E V and tl (e) E V respectively.
Each edge e in the graph is associated with an edge weight we. The vector of all weights
is w = [w1 ... WIEl T. Because we consider edge weights to be random, we write the vector
as W, and we assume that the probability distribution is known. Finally, we denote the
first and second moments of W by
p = E [W], te = E [We],
Aw = COV [W], oe = VAR [We].
We now define the notion of a path in the graph.
Definition 1 (Path). A sequence p = (el, e2, . . , en) of edges is a path if tl (el) = hd (ei+1),
and we say p goes from vi = hd (ei) to vn+1 = tl (en).
Definition 2 (Acyclic Path). A path p = (ei) is acyclic if there are no two indices i < j
such that hd (es) = tl (ej).
Assumption 1 (DAG). G is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) (i.e., all paths the p of G are
acyclic).
We also assume the existence of two vertices s, t E V, respectively termed the start and
termination vertices, that (uniquely) satisfy the following assumption.
Assumption 2. There is a path from s to each vertex v e V\{s} as well as a path from
each vertex v c V\{t} to t.
Let P = P(G) be the set of all paths from s to t in G. With some abuse of notation,
we can write each p E P as a 0-1 vector in RJEl where Pe = 1 if e E p and pe = 0 otherwise.
In this case, P is a set of all such vectors in RIE. Using our vector notation, the length of
a path p E P is simply pTW.
Let P = convex hull{P}. For an edge weight vector w, the length of the shortest path
in the graph can be written as
min {pTW} = min {pTW.
pEP pEP
Proposition 1.
1 v = s
?=x [0,1]\E such that xe - S xe =V 1 v=t
eEtl(v) eEhd(v) 0 otherwise
Proof. Let X be the set described in the theorem. It is well known that the shortest path
under any set of edge weights w can be expressed as minpEx {pTw}. Therefore X = P. E
2.2 Partial Information in Stochastic Optimization
To motivate our framework for studying the value of side information in shortest path
optimization, we present the basic ideas in a general stochastic optimization context. For
the purposes of this section, let W be some RV with a known distribution.
2.2.1 Performance Formulation
Consider the following stochastic optimization:
J(W) = min h(x, W).
xeX
Clearly, since W is a RV, J(W) is also a RV, and so the average performance of the
optimization is E [J(W)].
Consider now the task of finding an "optimal" decision x without having the realization
of W. A reasonable objective is to select the x that minimizes the average of the objective:
J = min E [h(x, W)].
xEX
Since J is a constant, E [7 = 7. By Jensen's Inequality, E [J(W)] ; J.
We call the first case (where the realization of W was known) the full-information case.
We call the latter case the zero-information case.
We are interested in formulating an in-between partial-information case. To this end,
we introduce another RV Y that represents the agent's side information about W and write
the optimization as a function of our side information:
J(Y) = min E [h(x,W)I|Y].
xEX
Once again, because Y is a RV, J(Y) is also a RV, and so the average performance under Y
is simply E [J(Y)]. Clearly, the information Y contains about W is completely determined
by their joint-distribution pwy, so we define J(pWy) = E [J(Y)]:
J(pWY) = E min E [h(x, W) Y]1. (2.1)
Remark 1. Intuitively, we are "averaging-out" the information about h(x, W) that we do
not have from Y, much like in the zero-information case. The full- and zero-information
cases are easily obtained by substituting Y = 0 (a constant) and Y = W to respectively yield
J(Y) = J and J(Y) = J(W).
Proposition 2. E [J(W)] J(pwy) J
Proof. The proof is a simple application of Jensen's Inequality:
E [J(W)] =E min h(x, W) = E [ min h(x, W) |Y
<E minE[h(x,W)IY] = J(pwY)
min E [E [h(x,W) |Y]] = min E [h(x,W)] = J.
xeX xEX
2.2.2 Quantifying Information and Information Optimization
The agent is also given some flexibility in determining the side information it receives in
the form of being able to choose the joint distribution pwy. Without added constraints,
though, the agent will choose a distribution that yields W(Y) = W. Therefore, we define a
"bound" F to limit the set of allowable distributions. In terms of performance, we seek the
solution to
J(F) = min J(pWY). (2.2)
PWYEr
We call (2.2) the information optimization.
To quantify information, we further generalize the concept of an information bound to
a family of constraint sets {F(C)} parameterized by a non-negative scalar C called the
capacity. For ease, we simplify our notation by writing
J(C) = J(F(C))
and call J(C) the optimal performance under capacity C. Although not critical to the
analysis of this thesis, desirable properties of F(C) include:
* F(C1) c F(C2) if C1 C2,
* pwY E F(0) implies E [W|Y] = E [W],
* if pw(Y1y2) E 1F(C), then pWY1 and pWY 2 are in I,(C) 2,
* and there exists a Cmax such that there exist a pwy E F(Cmax) satisfying W(Y) = W.
2 Note that Y is any side information, and so it can be taken as a tuple of side information as well
2.3 Partial Information in Shortest Path Optimization
We now specialize our framework to shortest path optimization. We begin by defining the
information constraint sets {f(C)}:
1(C) = {pwy|VAR [E [W|Y]] C}.
Our choice of F(C) is a practical selection motivated by the analysis that is to follow in this
paper. It furthermore obeys our desired properties for {1(C)}.
Proposition 3. 0 = VAR [E [W]] VAR [E [W|Yi]] < VAR [E [WIY1Y 2]] VAR [W]
Proof. The first equality is obvious. The remainder of the inequalities are based on the
identity E [f(Y) E [WIY]] = B [f(Y)W]. Without loss of generality, assume W E R and
E [W] = 0. For any Y,
0 < VAR [E [WIY] - W]
= VAR [E [WIY]] + VAR [W] - 2 E [E [WIY] W]
= VAR [E [WIY]] + VAR [W] - 2 E [W(Y)W]
= VAR [E [WIY]] + VAR [W] - 2 E [W(Y) E [WiY]
= VAR [E [WIY]] + VAR [W] - 2 VAR [E [WIY]]
= VAR [W] - VAR [E [WY]],
The remaining inequalities are similarly proved. 0
The interpretation of Proposition 3 is that as we add information to our estimate in the
form of Y = (Y) to Y = (Y1, Y2), our measure for information increases. The lower bound
represents the case of having zero information, and the upper bound represents the case of
having full information.
Now, given a joint distribution pwy between the edge weights W of the graph and the
information Y that the agent receives, we can write the agent's average performance as
J(pWY) = E min {PT E[W|Y]}, (2.3)
p[P
which simplifies to
J(p ) E min pTW . (2.4)
Notice that (2.4) only depends on p- 3. We can also equivalently parameterize F(C)
by
1(C) = {pI VAR [I C and there is a Y so that E [W|Y]} (2.5)
3This is true for any linear objective, not just shortest path optimization.
and ignore the joint distribution pwy altogether.
2.3.1 Optional: Shortest Path Optimization under a Mutual Information
Bound
Why do we define a family of abstract sets {F(C)} as our information bound and not
simply use mutual information? In general, we want to apply bounds 1(C) that yield a
nice relationship between C and J(C). For instance, we will see that our variance bounds
relate for information relates nicely the shortest path optimization.
We can relate our information bound to mutual information, however. Let
F'(C) = {pwy|I(W; Y) < Imax(C)}
where Imax(C) = maxPWY E(C) {I(W; Y)}. Then IF(C) C V'(C) so that J(1'(C)) K J(C).
In general, computing Imax(C) is difficult, but so may be computing the performance
under mutual information bounds directly. For instance, it is straightforward to see that the
sets {1F(C)} that we are using for shortest path optimization relate to mutual information
via a rate-distortion problem:
Imax(C) = min {I(W; Y)}.{pwy I VAR[W-w]<VAR[W]-C}
In general, it is not trivial to solve this optimization, especially in the multivariable case.
2.3.2 Specializing to Gaussian Edge Weights
A particular subcase of interest to us is that of Gaussian edge weights. If Y = W + N where
W and N are independent, W ~ N(p, Aw) with Aw > 0, and N ~ N(0, AN), then
W(Y) = Aw (Aw + AN) 1 (Y -[A)±m
Information optimization in this special case is equivalent to designing the distribution
of the noise N, or, equivalently, its covariance matrix AN- It is straightforward to show
that designing a positive semidefinite AN is equivalent to designing A* (which is equal to
Aw (Aw + AN)- 1 Aw) directly subject to several constraints. Denote this new constraint
set as FG(C):
FG(C) = AW 0 < AW Aw and Tr (A) C}. (2.6)
Note that FG(C) is a convex set. It remains convex if we add additional convex constraints
such as AW ~ diag.
Finally, for ease, denote JG(C) = J(FG(C)).
W W nQW 1n
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Figure 2-1: Graph for Examples 1 and 2
2.3.3 The Impacts of Graph Topology and Information Selection: Exam-
ples
Using our notation from the Gaussian case, we can highlight the impact that even a modest
information optimization can have on performance.
Example 1. Let G be the graph in Figure 2-1 having n disjoint paths {p1, ... , pn} from s
to t with each path having n edges each. Let Wij ~ N(O, 1) be the (random) weight of edge j
on path i and assume the edge weights are independent. Let the "distribution" A* E L'(n)
satisfy A* ~ diagonal, Aee = 1 if e E pi, and Aee = 0 otherwise. Essentially, the estimates
W only contain information about the edges in p1, meaning that We = We for e E p1 and
We = 0 for e $ p1.
For this distribution, the average performance is
J(A*) = E mn {lli}
=E min EW14,0
= E [min { Z, 0}
= / E [min{Z,0}
1
where = W S-Z with Z ~ N(0, 1).
W W12 W1 -3
W 21 W 22 W23
Figure 2-2: Graph for Example 3.
Example 2. Let G be the graph in Figure 2-1 and take the distribution AP E FG(n) where
AP ~ diagonal, Ape = 1 if e is the first edge of any path pi, and Ape = 0 otherwise.
Essentially, the estimates W only contain information about the first edge in each path,
meaning that We = We if e is one of these links and We = 0 otherwise.
For this distribution, the average performance is
J(AP) = E min n{ ij
3
= E [min{Wu +, W 21+0,..., Wni+ 0}1
= E [min {Z, Z 21,..., Zni}
> - v21I nn
where the last inequality is obtained by using Lemma 3 in [8].
There is a significant difference between the performances of the two examples. If we
increase n, the average performance yielded from applying A' outstrips that obtained using
AP quite substantially. This motivate our desire to optimize the information received by
the agent.
The next example presents a topology for which the agent's performance significantly
improves with capacity.
Example 3. Consider the graph in Figure 5-5 with Wij ~ N(O, 1) and independent and
assume C < L-1. Choose any A E FG(C) l{ A is diagonal}, and denote Ae = Aee. We have
J(py) =ZE [min {ij, V 2 } = E [v 2j] + E [min fiij - 2 , 0}]
i j
=J(0) + min A j + A2Z0 =J(O)- } A3 ,
where A3 = A2 + A2 and Z ~ N(0, 1).
The optimal {A} (there are |E|/2 of them) are given by the solution to
max Ai} subject to [ 2 = C
A 3
yielding A = Thus,
JG(C) J(0) 1 |El C = J(0) - Ev./'7 2 |E/2 2 i
Example 4. Finally, we consider a path having a single path from s to t. In this case, we
get
J(C) = E We = E We ()
I e . e
where J(O) is the performance under no information.
2.4 Sequential Information in Shortest Path Optimization
We now consider the impact of spreading information sequentially over partial decisions,
called the sequential information framework. This case is quite similar to the previous non-
sequential case. We begin by developing the two-stage sequential information framework.
The motivation for the formal framework is the following sequence of events:
1. The agent receives some side information Y while it is at vertex s.
2. It estimates the edge weights of the graph using Y1.
3. It chooses a successor vertex v of s to which to travel.
4. After arriving at v, it receives some side information Y2.
5. It reestimates the edge weights using Yi and Y2.
6. Finally, it chooses the path starting from v with the smallest expected length.
Remark 2. A caveat in step 3 is that the agent does not necessarily choose the vertex v that
falls along the shortest-path estimated using Y1. The agent may consider using knowledge
of the fact that it will receive future information to influence its choice.
The side information in the two-stage framework is given by a tuple (Y1, Y2) that shares
a joint distribution pwyy 2 with W. The agent's average performance in this two-stage
setup is
J( pWY1Y2) = E min E [We1|JY1] + E min E [We|lY1Y2 |Y1 -
eeil hd(ei)=s path p=(ei,...) eifeEp
When making the decision about the first edge el to take, the agent only knows Yi as well
as its average performance after el subject to receiving more side information. For a given
choice el, the agent can only take paths p after ei (i.e., paths of the form p = (ei, ... )). It
chooses the remainder of p by using its knowledge of both Y and Y2.
To simplify notation, let W = E [WYi] and W12 = E [W|YiY 2]. We can write the
two-stage performance more compactly.
Proposition 4.
J(pWyiy 2 ) = E min E [ {piT W12}|Yilelhd(e)=s pEPpe=1 1 (2.7)
Proof. First, substitute our Wi notation to get
J(pwyiy2 ) = E min {(1)e1 + E
e1|Ihd(e1)=s millpath p=(ei...) (f12)e |Y 1e1#eEp
Using (a) the relationship W1 = E [ 1|i] = E [E [WiYiY 2] Y1]
that (Wi)ei is a constant with respect to the inner minimization,
E [(V1 2)e1| Y1I into the inner expectation and minimization to get
= E [ 12 |i ], and (b)
we can pull (W1)ei =
=E min E [ min 4Z (f12)e |i I-
[e1|hd(ei)=s path p=(e,.. eEp
Finally, using our vector notation for paths and changing el -* e yields the expression in
the claim. El
2.4.1 The n-Stage Framework
We can easily generalize this framework to n stages, but we will need to write the expression
recursively to keep it manageable. First, we assume we have a tuple of n RVs (Y1,. . . , Y,,)
that share a known joint-distribution pwy 1 ...yn with W. For ease, define
WT = E [W|Y].
Define the iterative sequence of functions (Ji)i by
Ji(Y) = min {E [J2(Y2 , Yi, ei)|Y1]} (2.8)
eil hd(e 2)=s
Ji(Y, Y- , .. . , e_1}) min {E [Ji+1 (Y+1 , Y, {e1, - ,ei})|Y]} (2.9)
eilI hd(ei)=tl(ei_ 1 )
Jn(Yn, Y-, min pT1W-. (2.10)
pl=(ei,...,en-1,...)
The agent's average performance is
J(pWyw) = E [Ji(Yi)] . (2.11)
2.4.2 Sequential Information Framework: Information Constraints
As in the non-sequential information case, we allow the agent to optimize the information
it receives. For a tuple of capacities (C1, ... , Cn), we restrict pwy to a set IF(C1, ... , Cn).
The agent's optimal performance under IF(C1, ... , On) is
J(1, . .. , Cn) = min {J(PWYT)}- (2.12)
pWY:EF(C1,...,C)
We will define this set when we explore the sequential information case in more detail in
Chapter 5.
2.5 Objectives
The objectives of this thesis are to:
1. provide computational and analytic upper and lower bounds for J(C);
2. develop an algorithm that approximately or suboptimally solves minpwyEr(C) {J(PWY)};
3. and efficiently compute analytic lower bounds for J(C 1 , ... , Cn) by contrasting the
performance of the sequential-information case to the non-sequential-information case.
We also present a generalization of our results to a multi-agent setting in Chapter 6,
providing a limited study of the impact of information on network flow optimization.
2.6 Chapter Summary
We provided the notation, definitions, and basic concepts that will be used throughout this
thesis. The specific frameworks for the value of sequential and non-sequential information
in shortest path optimization were introduced and motivated by a general framework of
partial information in stochastic optimization.
Chapter 3
Related Research
Several areas of study are related to our formulation and objectives, including the fields of
order statistics, stochastic optimization, and shortest path optimization on random graphs.
In this chapter, we provide a brief review of the existing works in these fields and detail
their relationships to our framework.
3.1 Order Statistics and Optimization
3.1.1 Order Statistics
For a list of RVs X = {X1, X 2, ... , XN}, we define the minimum order statistic as X(1) =
mini {Xi}. Under certain conditions, the PDF of X(1) can be computed using the identity
presented in the following (well-known) proposition.
Proposition 5. If Xi - pi and are independent, then X(1) - p with
p(x) = Zpi(x) P(Xj > X) (3.1)
Proof. The event X(1) > x is equivalent to {Xi > x for all i }. The PDF is computed by
taking a derivative.
E [X(1)] can be computed directly from this identity when the Xi's are independent.
The computation is even simpler in the case of i.i.d. variables. However, our problem of
computing J(pW) is a special case of computing E [X(1)] when the Xi's are not generally
independent:
J(pt) = E [X(1)] = E min {X,}
IP
where X, = E We. In the non-i.i.d. case, computing E [X(1)] is difficult, and so bounds
are typically computed instead. In this section, we review some methods for computing
these bounds and how they apply to computing bounds for J(pf).
3.1.2 Analytic Bounds based in Order Statistics
Bounds for E [X(1)] in the non-i.i.d. case are typically computed using only certain proper-
ties of the distribution, such as the means and variances of the individual RVs. One example
of such a bound is the one presented in [1] that is computed by treating the min operator
as a norm (by converting it to a max operator) and then bounding it by the 2-norm of the
vector X. This method uses only first and second moment information about X. However,
the bound is not directly amenable to sums of RVs.
An alternative type of bound is presented in [8] using Jensen's Inequality in combination
with the moment generating functions for the Xi's, but the method requires that the X 's
be identically distributed, which does not apply to our framework.
A technique for bounding E [X(1)] that can be directly generalized to our case is pre-
sented in [5]. Though the bound itself is actually a low-complexity optimization, a con-
servative analytic expression can be derived simply by choosing a convenient suboptimal
solution to the optimization.
We now present a bound for J(C) based in a generalization of Theorem 1 in [5].
Corollary 1. J(C) J(O) - !/IEIC.
Proof. First, we have
min {pT }=min {p( z)+P z min e-ze + min {PTz}
P pP pP esp~ -)e
> min [We - ze] + min {pT z} Z [We - ze] + min {pTZ}
PL eEp PeEp
The bound above is true for all z. Applying Proposition 1 and Theorem 2 in [5] to the
above expression, we get
J(pCV) m ax min ze - (E [We - Ze + y(E [We] - ze) 2 + VAR .fVe]
Setting z = p and applying Jensen's Inequality yields the lower bound in the claim. Since
the bound is true for each pw, it is true for the minimizing such distribution and, thus,
J(C). Note that J(O) = minp {ZeEpte}.
While Corollary 1 provides an analytic lower bound for J(C), the bound is independent
of the graph's topology. Moreover, we will find that it can be easily derived from the
analytic bounds in Chapter 4, which does include topology information and lends itself to
information optimization.
3.1.3 Computational Lower Bounds via the Generalized Chebyshev's In-
equality
Accurate bounds for non-i.i.d. order statistics can also be obtained using mathematical
programming techniques. The basis for these approaches is a generalization of Chebyshev's
Inequality, first presented in [15] and restated below.
Proposition 6 ([15]). The following optimization over the distribution px
min E [fo (X)] subject to
PX
E [f (X)]= zi for 1 < i < m
is lower bounded by
max yo + yiZi subject to
yo,{yi} }
m
yo + yifi(x) fo(x) for all x
i=1
Proof. Take the Lagrangian dual of the first optimization.
Under certain conditions, there is no gap between the two optimizations in the propo-
sition [15].
We can specialize Proposition 6 to computing a bound for J(p*) by setting
fo(W) =min pTi}
P p
fi(W) =W
fele2 (W) = (g7W/T) eie 2
Z1 JLt
Zee 2 Aee 2
where A is the desired covariance matrix of W. Applying Proposition 6, we get the following
result.
Proposition 7.
J(pW) max {yo + PtTy + Tr (Y(A 2 + ppT)) } subject to
T _T 2 ] 0 for all paths p
2 YO
Proof. Applying Proposition 6 yields a quadratic constraint that can be rewritten as a
semi-definite constraint [5]. El
We can compute a bound for J(C) using a similar approach. We begin with the con-
straints
fo(w) = min pTW}
P
fi(W) = E[w]
f 2 (W) = Tr (COV )
Zi = y
z2 = C
as well as an additional constraint VAR [We] < U. The inclusion of this inequality requires
a slight change the form of the dual, but, for the purposes of this section, we do not expand
on this treatment further.
Unfortunately, the dual optimizations for both J(pf) and J(C) can have an exponential
number of constraints (one for each path). A workaround is presented in [4], but to apply
this technique, we need to relax our constraints fi so that we constrain only the marginals
distributions {pw}. We can apply this technique to the computation of J(pf) simply by
setting
fo(W) = min{pT }P w
fi(W) = E W
fe(We) = VAR [we]
Z1 = I
Ze = (A)ee
so that only the individual variances of We are constrained. Of course, this allow the
cross-covariances between the We's to be completely free.
Unfortunately, the capacity constraint f 2(W) = C in optimization for J(C) disobeys the
requirements on [4], and it cannot be relaxed without the resulting bound losing meaning.
Nonetheless, the overall technique in [4] is useful, and we will present an extension of it in
Chapter 4 as a comparison against our techniques.
Two drawbacks of the optimization-based approach taken in this section are the lack
of analytic expressions for J(C) and potential over-conservativeness. First, it is not im-
mediately clear how one can derive analytic expressions for performance from the dual
optimization, and so the impacts of graph topology and capacity on performance remain
unclear using these techniques. Second, the expression for J(C) only depends on the first
and second marginal moments of the distributions, and the dependencies between the edge
weight estimates generated by the optimization may not even be realizable, so it may not
be appropriate to use as the basis for an information optimization algorithm.
3.2 Stochastic Optimization
Another related area of research is stochastic optimization, and numerous papers have
considered the problem of bounding the improvement one gets from information in stochastic
programming:
* [14] computes the value of full information using by subdividing the domain of the
uncertainty and applying numeric algorithms over each domain.
* [2] assumes that h(x, W) is concave in W and then leverage the resulting concavity
of J(W) to derive a numeric bound, but the bound is worse than that obtained using
Jensen's Inequality.
* [10] considers the imapact of partial information where partial information is repre-
sented by a signal that offers information about the underlying distribution of the
uncertainty, and it is assumed that there are a finite number of such distributions.
* Finally, [3] considers a similar representation of partial information, but it seeks to
determine the worst-case performance of the optimization over the unknown distribu-
tions.
In all, the related areas of study in stochastic optimization tend not to be specific to
any particular application, and thus the bounds are computational, occasionally overly-
conservative, and not amenable to an analytic analysis. Because we are considering a
specific formulation (shortest path optimization), we seek to provide both computational
and analytic bounds that are based in a common framework tied to the underlying structure
of the problem.
3.3 Shortest Paths on Random Graphs
A final related area of study is that of shortest path algorithms on random graphs. However,
existing bounds in this area tend to be either largely computational or they place heavy
assumptions of the problem formulation to simplify analysis.
Two fairly general papers that can be used to generate bounds for J(C) are [19] and
[16]. However, the bounds are independent of the graph's topology. In fact, the bound in
[16] is equal to a special case of our bound. Thus, neither bound is amenable to information
optimization or the goals of this paper.
[18] and [13] compute bounds for performance that depend of topology and the edge
weight distribution, but the assumptions in both are fairly heavy. [18] computes the PDF of
the shortest path length in a complete graph having integer edge weights, and [13] studies
of the average length of the shortest path in a complete graph with uniform edge weights.
They do not generalize to our framework.
Finally, [9] computes a bound for arbitrary graphs having arbitrary distributions using
dynamic programming that depends of the topology of the graph. The approach (in our
case) produces a lower bound for J(C). However, the algorithm is computational, and it is
also not clear how much information about the graph's structure is actually utilized by the
algorithm - by bounding performance along subpaths, some information about intersecting
paths may be lost.
We will see that methods used in Chapter 4 supply bounds that depend on graph
topology, are amenable to information optimization, and produce analytic bounds for per-
formance.
3.4 Chapter Summary
We reviewed several related areas of study that share some overlap with either our problem
formulation, our objectives, or the techniques used in this thesis. We found that none of
the works mentioned in these areas address our objectives completely or are special cases
of our results.
Chapter 4
The Value of Side Information in
Shortest Path Optimization
In this chapter, we present new performance bounds for shortest path optimization under
partial information that are amenable to both information optimization and analysis. These
bounds are based on a new graph reduction that captures limited but significant information
about the geometry of the graph's path polytope. The resulting reduction will allow us to
optimize information based on the portions of information that are relevant to determining
the shortest path in the graph, not its length, and it will also allow us to capture the effects
of the graph's topology on performance.
4.1 Properties of the Path Polytope
Performance measures for graph algorithms are typically expressed in terms of limited
characteristics of the graph. Such reductions are useful because they may capture a property
of a graph that is either intuitive, easy to compute, or amenable for design, and yet have a
significant effect on the algorithm's performance. Examples of well-studied graph reductions
include graph diameter, minimal cut, number and classifications of cliques, the spectrum of
the matrix form of a graph's matrix (adjacency or Laplacian), and so on.
A challenge in information optimization is the evaluation of the objective J(pw), which
is known to be #P-hard [12]. To overcome this difficulty, we will concern our analysis
with meaningful upper and lower bounds for J(pC) that can be efficiently computed. In
this section, we present a graph reduction for shortest path optimization that will allow us
to derive such bounds, and we will use these bounds to develop information optimization
algorithms as well as analytic performance bounds.
4.1.1 Projection Matrix for the Path Polytope
The first property of P that we explore is critical to the development of our low-complexity
information optimization algorithms. First, let P be the path of shortest average length,
defined as yi = argminpEP {pTly}. Clearly, J(O) = PTp.
Theorem 1. P - fi lies in a strict subspace Sp of RJEI.
Proof. Because P is a polytope, we only need to show that it does not have volume in R|E
Define E, = {e I hd (e) = v} for v E V. First, assume that |ES| > 1. Define H E
|JEsIx|E by
Hgi =( 1, i=j EEs
0, otherwise.
Effectively, H is a diagonal projection matrix of R|E onto IE.I in the sense that if we let
= Hp, then e = Pe if e E E, and is equal to zero otherwise.
By the virtue of G being DAG and s being the unique start vertex, any path p in G
must contain exactly one of the edges in E. Hence, HP = {P I Pe = 1 for exactly one e E
E, and Pe = 0 otherwise}, and therefore HP is the simplex in RIE.I*
The simplex (and, hence, HP) does not have volume in R|E. Therefore, P does not
contain a hypercube C of any size in R|El because if it did, HC would be a set with volume
in the simplex. Because P does not contain any hypercubes, it has no volume.
Now, assume that |E < 1. If its equals zero, the claim is obviously true. If it equals
one, select the first vertex v "after" s with |Ev| > 1 and apply the proof above to Ev.
If |Ev| = 1 for all v (the only remaining case), then one can easily see that there is only
one path in G, the vector [1 1 ... 1], which is a single point in RJEl and, thus, has no
volume. E
Because G is DAG, we can efficiently characterize Sp by its projection matrix Hp, and
we can compute Hp is polynomial time. The details of the computation are not critical
to the developments of this paper, so we save the details for the appendix. The following
theorem formally states our claim.
Theorem 2. H-p can be computed in polynomial time.
4.1.2 Outer Spheric Approximation
The remaining portion of our graph reduction concerns the geometry of the boundary for
P. We simplify our description of the boundary by relying on low-complexity outer approx-
imations, specifically a sphere. In general, finding the minimal-radius sphere containing
a polytope is computationally hard [6], but in the case of the path polytope, it can be
computed quite efficiently.
Theorem 3. The minimal-radius sphere B(r*, c*) containing P is given by the solution to
the convex quadratic optimization
min r2 subject to
r2 > J(s) + ||c12
J(v) max {J(tl (e)) + (1 - 2ce) (4.1)
el hd(e)=v
J(t) = 0.
Proof. Because the extreme points of P are the paths p of the graph, a necessary and
sufficient condition for a sphere with radius r and center c to contain P is
||p - C|2 < r2 , prp - 2pTc + cTc < r2.
However, since p is a 0-1 vector, pTp = 1 Tp, so we have the equivalent inequality
r 2 > pT( 1 - 2c) + Ic||2 for all p E P
W r 2 > max {pT(1 - 2c)} + ||C| 2
pEP
Sr2 2 >max {pT(1 - 2c)} +||1C|2.
pEP
The expression maxpEr {pT(1 - 2c) } equates to computing the longest path in an acyclic
graph when the edge weights are given by (1 - 2c). It is given by J(s) in the claim. L
Corollary 2. P - c* C Sp.
Proof. The proof follows from the intuitively obvious (but not proven in this thesis) fact
that c* E P.
Remark 3. Analytic bounds for (4.1) can be computed by first choosing a (possibly non-
optimal) center c, computing the length of the longest path using under the edge weight vector
(1 - 2c), and then computing r. We will use this strategy in some later examples where we
compute analytic performance bounds under a capacity constraint for certain interesting
graph topologies.
4.1.3 Inner Spheric Approximation
Efficient algorithms for generating inner spheric (as well as ellipsoidal) approximations to
a polytope are well-known [6], and we do not reproduce these results in this paper. We do
note, however, than such algorithms assume that the set to be approximated has volume,
which P does not. A way around this problem is to simply compute the inner approxima-
tion strictly within the affine subspace containing P. The details of the computation are
not important to the developments of this paper since we will not leverage inner spheric
approximations beyond some basic results that are nearly identical to the case of outer
spheric approximations.
Similar to the case of an outer spheric approximation, we let r* and c* respectively be
the radius and center of the maximal inner sphere contained in P.
4.2 Information Optimization using Graph Reductions
4.2.1 Information Optimization via Upper and Lower Bound Optimiza-
tion
In this section, we apply the graph reductions of the last section to derive computational
bounds for performance as well as information optimization algorithms. Our first bound
follows from a direct application of inner and outer spheric approximations.
Lemma 1.
c y - r* max ) E I|HpW i}J(C)](c)Tp -ri m E [||Hp | il.
pEr(C) L J Er(C) L J
Proof. We start with the lower bound. Since c* E P, Hp (P - c*) = P - c. Therefore,
J(p) E min.c (p + c*) c)
=E min {HPTW] + (c*)TA
pEH-p(P--c*)0
=E min {T(HpW + (c*)TIy
=E min* {pTHP W +(c*) TpI
>E [minO {p THPW + (c*)Tp
pB(r*0)
= - r* E [IIH- (W)||] + (c*)TtL.
The upper bound similarly follows. L
Because evaluating J(pW) is impractical, we can consider optimizing information by
optimizing these bounds. Specifically, we seek to maximize E [IIHpW|I] over F(C). The
optimization can be performed using stochastic gradient descent.
Remark 4. An interpretation of Lemma 1 is that we should optimize side information by
concentrating the energy of the estimate to the subspace Sp. The component of W normal to
that subspace (specifically, (I - Hp)W) is lost in the projection. What does this component
represent? It is the amount of length in W common to all paths. Thus, it only aids in
estimating the actual length of the paths. The tangential component HPW contains all of
the information for path selection.
4.2.2 Upper Bound Optimization in the Gaussian Case
In the Gaussian case, upper bound J(C) by a convex optimization. We begin with a useful
background result.
Lemma 2. Let Z ~ N(O,I). The optimization
max EI|HpVA Z||
A EFG(C)
is equivalent to the convex optimization
max {E [| AWZii]
where L = FG(C) nf AW I (Hp - I)AW = 0}.
Proof. We have
max { E [||Hp AZ ] max {E [|| AZ||] }AW6TG(G) A t-@EG (C), Vr--v= H-p IA
where the equality comes from the fact that HpHp = Hp.
Since Range(AW) = Range(NAw), we have the following equivalences for the constraint
AW=Hp VV:
= He A Range( ) = Sp - Range(AC) = Sp * A = HpAg
< (Hp - I)Aw = 0.
Clearly, this constraint is convex over A. Therefore, L is convex.
Now we prove the objective is concave. The function f(AW) = zTAfz = || Wz| 2 is
linear over Aw 2 0. Therefore, jf(A*) = |NAz| is concave for AC 2 0. By linearity
of the expected value operator, the objective is concave.
We now state a main result of this chapter.
Theorem 4. If pTy p K for some K over all paths p, JG(C) is upper bounded by the
convex optimization
JG(C) < K - r max {E [|| zii] } (4.2)
where Z ~ N(0, I), L = JPG(C) nJAC I (Hp - I)AW = 0}.
Proof. If pTy < K, then
JG(pW) = E min pTW}
I p 11
< E min pTW+(K-PTp)P p
=E min {pT( - p)} + K.
By Corollary 1 and W A ( ACZ + p), we seek to compute
max E ||IHP AWZ]
AEr(C)
The remainder of the proof follows from Lemma 2. l
4.2.3 Lower Bound Optimization in the Gaussian Case
We can also lower bound J(C) by a convex optimization. We begin with some useful
background results.
Proposition 8. For any function f : paths -+ R and any set P D P,
J(pt) min{f(p)} + min pTW-
Proof. The proof follows immediately from the fact that minx {a(x) + b(x)} minx {a(x)}+
minx {b(x)}. 1
Remark 5. Proposition 8 provides a generalization of the approach taken in /5] to generate
a low-complexity optimization for bounding the mean of the minimum order statistic. Let
X be the simplex in R" and let W = (W 1 ,.... W,) be a random vector in R". Then the
minimum order statistic is given by mini {Wi} = minxEx {xTW}. We can derive the
bound in [5] follows by setting f(x) = xTz for some vector z E R", setting X to the unit
cube, and then maximizing over z. A similar approach is taken in our previous work [17]
for obtaining an analytic lower bound for J(C).
Corollary 3. J(C) J(0) - r* maxp. er(C) {E [||H P (W - p)| }.
Proof. Applying Proposition 8 with f(p) = pTy and P = P yields
J(p,-) min {pTp} + E min pT(W -p)
=J(O) + E min T( _- p)}.
We can now apply Lemma 1 using W - p in place of W yielding
J(C) 2 J(0) - r* max {E [|Hp(W - p) .
Remark 6. Note that both Proposition 8 and Corollary 3 are general results and are not
specific to the Gaussian case.
We now state the lower bound result.
Theorem 5. JG(C) is lower bounded by the convex optimization
JG(C) > J(0) - r* nax E || Z|
where Z ~ N(0, I), L = FG (C) nf AW I (Hp - I)AW = 01.
Proof. By Corollary 3,
JG(C) J(O) - ri max E [IHp(V - p)|| .
PwyEF(C) I
By Corollary 1 and our parameterization W = AwZ + p, we seek to compute
max EI||H-p A Z||
ACEFG(C)
The remainder of the proof follows from Lemma 2.
4.2.4 Special Case Analytic Solution for Information Optimization in the
Gaussian Case
Theorems 4 and 5 provide convex optimizations for information optimization. Under certain
conditions, we can derive analytic expressions for the optimal performance as well as the
corresponding optimizing covariance matrix A* .
Theorem 6. Let m = dim(Sp). If C is sufficiently small and the feasible set for AW is
FG(C) = {AWi1O < Af Aw and Tr (AW) C1, then
max {E [IH-, AwZI] = 2-C
Af EFG(C) L VJ V7
with the optimizing A* = UEUT where U is a unitary matrix of the form U = [x1 ... xm ym+l - YIE-- I
with {xj} forming an orthonormal basis for Sp, and E is a diagonal matrix with Eui = C
for some i and Ejj = 0 for j # i.
Proof. First, we can decompose A Z = Z1l + Z' where HpZI = Z11 and HpZ1 = 0. By
orthogonality, I|AWZ1| 2 = IZ|112 + IIZ1|| 2. Therefore,
|IHpAZII IIZ=I = lA Z| 2 - ||Z'l 2 < IAZ|.
Hence, A* must satisfy HpA* Z = A* Z in order to maximize the objective. We can
parameterize the set of all feasible AW E 1 G(C) satisfying this constraint as follows. Set
AW = UEUT where the unitary matrix U has the form
U = [Xi - - - zm YM+1 -. YIElI
with {xi} forming an orthonormal basis for Sp, and E is a diagonal matrix with Eri = Ci
for i < m, Eii = 0 for i > m, and nonnegative Ci satisfying E> Ci = C. Optimizing AC is
now equivalent to optimizing over the basis {xi} and constants {Ci}.
Substituting this parameterization for AC yields the optimization
{xi},{ci} {I }{ci}I
where equality follows from the fact that the {x } are an orthonormal basis.
By the concavity of and the fact that { is on a simplex, we have
= max VU E (x[Z)2  < max m (' E (x[Z)2]
{xi},{ci} C Xici} C
= max { vcE()K} = max {VUK} = UK
{xi},{ci} i= C {xi}1,{fci}VK vl
where K = E [ (nTZ)2] for any unit vector n (by symmetry, any unit vector n yields the
same number, and hence it is the same for each xi). The upper bound is achieved if we
choose any orthonormal basis {xi} and set Ci = C for some i and C, = 0 for all j # i. Note
that the index i needs to be chosen so that A K Aw. We assume C is sufficiently small
in the theorem statement so that there exists such a i that satisfies this condition.
Finally, if we choose n = [1 0 -. - 0]T, we get K = E IZi I where IZi I has the folded
normal distribution. Hence K = J.
7r
Corollary 4. Under the conditions of Theorem 6, an optimal A*, is _1 1 2 (P1 -P2)(P1 -
P2)T for any two paths p1,P2 E P.
Proof. Using the definitions of Theorem 6, for the basis element x associated with the
non-zero element of E, make xi = P1P2 since then xi E Sp. LI1P-P211
Remark 7. Note that if we were to add additional restrictions to Fc(C) such as ACw
diagonal, it may not be practical to derive an analytic solution for the optimizing A* , and
so we would be left with executing a convex optimization to solve for it.
Remark 8. An interesting property of the optimal A* in Theorem 6 is that it concentratesw
the information to a single singular vector rather than spreading it over many singular
vectors. Corollary 4 goes further and tells us that we should simply compare any two paths
p1 and P2 of the graph over the edges for they do not intersect (the pi -P2 expression). This
is in qualitative agreement with Examples 1 and 2 where it was shown that concentrating
information energy along a single path of a graph is superior to spreading it among many
paths.
4.3 An Analytic Relationship between Capacity and Perfor-
mance
4.3.1 Performance Lower Bounds
We can manipulate Corollary 3 to provide analytic lower bounds for performance in terms
of the capacity C.
Theorem 7. J(C) > J(O) - r*v.
Proof. By omax(Hp) = 1 and Jensen's Inequality,
E [I|H-vV|] < E [||HyWI||] E [||||2] < v'C
for all distributions pg E F(C). Simply apply this inequality to Corollary 3. El
A lesson that can be drawn from Theorem 7 is that if the designer of the graph has some
intuition about the relationship between the graph topology and the radius of the minimal
sphere, then the designer should seek to maximize the radius. However, if the radius of
the minimal sphere is not known and only a rough estimate of the benefit of information is
desired, then the following topology-free bound can be applied.
Corollary 5. A proportionally-tight lower bound for J(C) over all graph topologies is
J(C) > J(0) - i V/IEIC.
Proof. Applying c = [ .j]T in the optimization in Theorem 3 sets r = i El. Tightness
is proven in Example 3. l
Remark 9. The bound in Corollary 5 appears in [17] and [161 using different methods. In
[17], it is obtained by bounding P with the unit cube. In [16], it is obtained using convex
majorization of RVs.
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Figure 4-1: E(x) (solid line) compared to min {x, 0} (dashed line).
4.3.2 Performance Upper Bounds
An analytic upper bound for performance is more difficult to provide because the upper
bound expressions we have so far derived do not seem to be expressible purely in terms of
the capacity C (we cannot apply Jensen's Inequality as we did in the proof of Theorem 7).
Moreover, restricted merely to the conditions E [W] = p and VAR [W] C, a tight upper
performance bound over distributions for any graph topology is J(O).
Proposition 9. A tight upper bound for J(C) over all distributions subject to only a mean
and variance constraint is J(O) (the zero-information case).
Proof. Without loss of generality, suppose E W = 0 and VAR [W] = 1, and let
1 1  2n 2 -2
p() = 226(x + n) + 26(x - n) + 2 (x).
Each distribution pe satisfies the moment constraints, but it is easy to show that as n -* oo,
the limiting performance is J(0). 0
To this end, we apply a different technique for producing performance upper bounds in
terms of C for Gaussian edge weight estimates. The technique is based in reducing P to a
line.
First, let Ox(c) = E [min {X, c}]. Clearly, Ox(c) c. Essentially, Ox(c) seeks to
determine how much X is less than c on average. When X - N(0, 1), we will simply write
E without the subscript. In this case, E(0) = -.
Theorem 8. Assume independent edge weights and restrict A E FG(C) ({ A is diagonal.
For any p E P, an upper bound for JG(C) is
JG(C) < J(O) + e (
where O = min {C, VAR [(p - p)TW] }.
Proof. Under independence assumptions, it is easy to verify that
VAR [(p - p)TW] 5 min {C, VAR [(p - p)T W]} =.
It is also easy to construct a distribution pg, that corresponds to a diagonal A FG(C)
that achieves this bound. Therefore, we have
(p p)TWZ + (p -) T .
where Z ~ N(O, 1).
Now,
JG(A)=E min{pTW} E min pW
= E [min{ 5TWVp TrV}1
=E + E [min {0,(-)
=J(O) + [min { -p) T W, 0}]
=J(O) +E [min{V Z+(I-+)Tt,0]
=J(0) + E [VCZ +E [min (p - p)Tp,- V/CZ
=J()+0+JE C min (p-3)T,Z}].
Corollary 6. Assume the conditions of Theorem 8 and further assume that p1 p =P
An upper bound for JG(C) is
JG(C) J(O) C
where C = mi {C, VAR [(p - p)TW]}.
4.4 Examples
4.4.1 Analytic Examples
We begin with several analytic examples that bound the value of side information under a
capacity constraint for certain graph topologies.
Example 5. In this example, we compute a lower analytic bound for performance for a
binary tree with L levels. We first choose a center c for the outer sphere approximation, the
process for which corresponds to selecting a center point ce for each edge e. A binary tree
consists of levels of edges, an edge's level being defined as its distance from the root vertex.
We select c according to the scheme ce - 2-le where 1e is the level of edge e. Because level
1 has 21 edges in it, we have 21 edges e with ce = 2-1.
We compute a bound for r* using this center as follows.
(r*)2 < max {pT (1 - 2c)} + |Ic12
P
L
=1-2E7) +CE E 2)
1=1 1 eElayer 1
1
= 2 L-1 1+L
< L.
Therefore, the average performance under capacity C is lower bounded by J(C) ; J(O) -
y' LVU.
Example 6. We now compute a lower analytic bound for performance for a complete graph
where the start vertex s and terminating vertex t are chosen randomly. Of course, since a
complete graph is undirected, a direct application of (4.1) is not practical since it requires
the computation the longest path in an undirected graph with non-negative edge weights,
however we can compute a suboptimal analytic lower bound fairly easily.
For a selection of s and t in the complete graph, we divide the edges of the graph into
classes of edges and apply the same center point to each edge within the same class. The
classes are
e A = {edge connecting s and t},
* B = {edges connecting s to vertices v $ t},
e C = {edges connecting v f s to t},
" and D = {edges connecting v f s to u 0 t}.
We can show that |A = 1, I3 = |C| = lVi - 2, and IDI = (1V-2)(IVl-3)2
We assign the center points as follows:
* e E A * ce = a,
e e E B ' ce =b,
" e F C Ce =C,
" and e E D = ce = d.
We can show that as long 0 < {b, c, d} < 1,
r2 <max 1 -2a, max {i-2(b+c)-(i-2)d}
2<i<IVI-1
+ (a2 + (IVI - 2)(b 2 + c2) + (IVI - 2)(IVI - 3)d2)2
Note that ((IVI - 1) - 2(b + c) - (IVI - 3)d) is the length of the acyclic path having the most
edges (that is, the path corresponding to the graph's diameter).
If we set a = 1 and 0 < {b,c, d} < 1, we get
r 2 < ((IV - 1) -2(b +c) - (|V|-3)d) + a 2 + (|V| - 2)(b 2 + C2) + (II-2V -3 d 2
Maximizing over b, c, and d, we get b = c = d 1 and
41V12 - 131V + 4
~ 4(IVI 
- 2)
IjVI
4ElI
where the final approximate equality is specific to the complete graph. Therefore, the average
performance is lower bounded by J(C) > J(0) - I/EIV'CU.
Example 7. Our final analytic example computes a lower bound for average performance
improvement on an Erdos-Renyi (E-R) random graph parameterized by (n, p). For this
example, we assume that the agent is only interested in traveling between connected vertices
of the graph, and that it knows the realization of the graph but not the edge weights.
One can view an E-R graph as a generalization of a complete graph (the complete graph
is always achieved if we set p = 1). For some connected component G of the realization
G, assign a start vertex s and a terminating vertex t, use the same classes of edges A, B,
C, and D as in the complete graph case, and use the same values a, b, c, and d for those
classes applied to the edges in this connected component.
Suppose there is at least one path from s to t in G that is not the edge connecting s to t,
and let No be the number of edges in the longest such path. Then using a derivation similar
to that of the complete graph, we get a bound on the radius ra for that component:
Maximizing this bound (which will serve to lower the performance lower bound) over all
components corresponds to maximizing Nd over G, the maximum of which is the diameter
DG of the graph.
Therefore, if there is at least one component in G with more than one acyclic path
between a pair of two vertices in the component, we have
r* IDGVIU-
Finally, if log n > np -+ oo, then, as np -+ oo, we are guaranteed to have a giant
component in the graph, and DG o n /7, yielding
E[J J(C)] > E [J (0)] E [| V-]-IU
> E [ J(0)] - E [ DG ] fS
ln Id
~E [J(0)] - lo 4Clog np
4.4.2 Comparative Examples
We now compare our approach for computing performance bounds for J(C) against an
optimization designed for the same purpose. The optimization is based in the work of [4]
for computing lower bounds for J(pW). Our extension of [4] will be equivalent to applying
an outer approximation 1(C) to F(C) where 1(C) is the set of all distributions pw satisfying
(a) E [WI p, (b) VAR [We o-e, and (c) VAR < C.
To start, consider the following optimization:
_(C) = in E min {pT} subject to
E [ =I p, VAR [] C (4.3)
0 < VAR We] 0-2
Clearly, J(C) 2 J(C). We can solve (4.3) by solving the dual optimization, and there
are conditions under which there is no duality gap [15]. However, the dual will have a
constraint for each path in the graph, and, hence, may be impractical to solve for even a
moderately-sized graph. An efficient approach to tackling optimizations similar to (4.3) is
presented in [4], but it requires that the primal only contains constraints on the individual
edge weight moments, which our capacity constraint clearly disobeys. Nonetheless, we can
adapt the approach in [4] to handle our capacity constraint quite nicely. We present this
extension as a corollary to the main result Corollary 3.2 in [4]. The proof is contained in
the appendix.
Corollary 7 (to Corollary 3.2 in [4]).
J(C) = min { 1 2 ] .He subject to{ He},{Ae} A 0
He 0, 2He - e -
0 --1 -He)ve E P
e -1
0 e- .eU2 A2 <C
e
where ve is the elementary basis vector with the eth component equal to 1.
Remark 10. While Corollary 7 will yield a tighter performance lower bound than the an-
alytic bound in Theorem 7 (since the Theorem also only uses first and second moment
information), it has several drawbacks. First, as we vary C, we need to re-solve the opti-
mization in order to compute the resulting change in J(C). Second, it offers no intuition
as to how graph topology or capacity impacts performance. Finally, we cannot use it to
optimize information in the case of Gaussian edge weights since it only applies limited first
and second moment information; it may yield a covariance matrix Ag that is not realizable.
We now present two examples comparing Theorem 7 to Corollary 7. In both, we consider
two cases for the mean p: (a) y = 0 and (b) a random p. Because our analytic bounds
grow unbounded for increasing C (even for C > VAR [W]), we compare the bounds only
over 0 < C < mine {VAR [We] }. This will allow us to examine the impact of increasing
capacity without the negative impact of saturating information from any one edge. In both
examples, the solution to Corollary 7 is computed using the MATLAB Toolbox CVX [11].
Example 8. In this example, we consider a graph having two disjoint paths from s to t
and consisting of the same number of edges with each edge e satisfying VAR [We] >_ 10.
We compute performance lower bounds over 0 < C < 10. Figures 4-2a and 4-2b show the
performances of two approaches in each case. For the case p = 0, the performances are
identical over capacity and graph size. In the case of a random (non-zero) p, the bound of
Corollary 7 has slightly better performance, but it has roughly the same rate of performance
improvement.
Example 9. In this example, we consider random DAGs consisting of ten vertices and
with each edge e satisfying VAR [We] 10. We compute performance lower bounds over
0 < C K 10. Figures 4-2a and 4-2b show the performances of two approaches in each case.
Capacity
(a) y = 0 case.
Capacity
(b) Random p case
Figure 4-2: The analytic bound of Theorem 7 compared to the optimization-based bound
of Corollary 7 for a two-path graph. The solid lines are the analytic bound performances,
and the asterisks are the optimization-based bound performances. Each line represents a
graph with an increasing number of links per path.
Capacity
(a) y = 0 case.
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Capacity
(b) Random p case
Figure 4-3: The analytic bound of Theorem 7 compared to the optimization-based bound
of Corollary 7 for random DAGs. The solid lines are the analytic bound performances,
and the asterisks are the optimization-based bound performances. Each line represents a
different random graph topology with the number of vertices fixed.
For the case p = 0, the performances are identical over capacity and graph topology. In the
case of a random (non-zero) p, the bound of Corollary 7 has slightly better performance,
but, once again, has roughly the same rate of performance improvement.
There are two interesting observations in the above examples. The first is that the
bounds from both Theorem 7 and Corollary 7 seem to be identical in the regime C ;
mine {VAR [We]} and y = 0, despite applying different outer-approximations of the con-
straint set. The second observation is that in the case of non-zero P, the bounds at least
seem to possess the same rate of improvement with increasing capacity.
4.5 Chapter Summary
A new graph reduction for analyzing the value of information for shortest path optimization
was presented and used to provide algorithms for information optimization and analytic
bounds for performance under a capacity constraint. It was shown that the graph reduction
can be efficiently computed, and that information optimization in the case of a Gaussian
distribution is bounded by a convex optimization. Examples comparing the analytic bounds
of this chapter to an optimization-based bound for the same purpose showed similar (and,
in some cases, the same) performance.
Chapter 5
The Value of Sequential
Information in Shortest Path
Optimization
In this chapter, we consider a generalization of the framework taken in the previous chapter
by allowing the agent to receive information as it traverses the graph. We term this setup
a sequential-information framework, and we consider two special cases of it: controlled and
uncontrolled information. In the controlled information case, the agent can "optimize"
the information it receives at each stage based on its location and past information. In
the uncontrolled case, the information the agent receives at each stage is independent of
the agent's location and past information. The basis for our analysis is an abstraction of
sequential decision-making.
5.1 Impact of Applying a Simple Information Constraint Set
Before we can proceed with an analysis of the sequential information cases, we need to define
our information constraint set. First, we restate some notation that we first introduced in
Chapter 2. For a tuple of capacities (C1, ... , Cn ), we restrict pwy, to a set IF(C1, . . . , Cn)-
Define
Wi = E [W|Yj,
Y = (Yi,7 ... ., Yi),
W; = E [W|Y;|.
For the n = 2 case, we define W12 = E [WjYiY 2] in order to make W = W12more discernible
W2.
The agent's optimal performance under r(C1, .. ., C,) is
J(C1m {J(PWYF)}. (5.1)
PYWET(C1,..,Cn)
Now, one may be tempted to consider the definition F(C1, C2, ... , Cn) = F(C1+ C2+ - - +
Ca), or, equivalently,
pwy | VAR 4Wj< C
as our information constraint, but this definition has significant drawbacks. In particular, no
matter how small (but positive) we make the Ci's, the joint estimate Wf may be arbitrarily
accurate in the sense that VAR W] VAR [W]. The following proposition formalizes this
claim.
Proposition 10. For any E > 0,
0= inf VAR W - W] subject to
PWYW I
VAR [W] > 1- EVAR <e
The same bound holds under the restriction py, = |{ py (independence).
Proof. Without loss of generality, we prove the claim in the case of n = 2 and independent
Yi and Y2 . Define the RV W as a function of the RVs Y and Y2 by
W(iY2 =h (Yi,7 Y2) E [01,2W(Y1Y2) 0 otherwise.
It is straightforward to compute the following quantities:
1
VAR [W] = 1 - h2
VAR[ 1 1VA =h h 2 h
VAR [vV 12 = VAR [W].
Setting h sufficiently large proves the claim. l
An interpretation of Proposition 10 is that regardless of how little the "amount" of side
information the agent receives at each time, the total side information can be nearly perfect.
However, we are seeking the qualitative relationship "very little side information at each
time gives very little total side information." To this end, we will apply assumptions (or
limitations) on the structure of the agent's information.
As we already mentioned, we consider two cases of sequential information: controlled and
uncontrolled. In the controlled-information case, the agent can "optimize" the information
it receives at each stage based on its location and past information. In the uncontrolled
case, the information the agent receives at each stage is independent of the agent's location
and past information. We will develop different bounds for each of these cases that are
partly based in the different definitions for F(C1 , ... , C,) in each case.
5.2 The Uncontrolled Sequential Information Framework
We begin with an analysis of the uncontrolled information case. We will see that the
resulting bound is a generalization of the performance bound in Chapter 4. In particular,
if we set C1 = C and Ci = 0 for i > 1 (that is, asking for all the side information upfront),
we get exactly the analytic lower bound in Chapter 4.
5.2.1 Structuring Information
We begin by defining our information sets {F( 1, ... , C,)}. To motivate the general defi-
nition, we start with n = 2 and y = 0:
J(C1, C2) = {PwY1Y 2 I VAR [wj Ci & W12 = W1 + W2
This definition is reasonable in the sense that, in application, it is desirable to have a low-
complexity estimation algorithm. Each time the agent receives information, computing the
new estimate is simply a matter of adding the new estimate to the old one. This could
correspond to, for example, the Y's having information about different edges weights. A
consequence of this definition is that W1 and W 2 must be independent.
In the general p and n case, we want each partial estimation to have a similar structure
as in the n = 2 case:
IF{(C, .. n) PwYWI VAR[W C0 & ((W - - p) for all k n.
The proposition below states a consequence of this information structure. We will not use
the proposition directly to derive any further results, but it does serve to explicitly address
our earlier concern about unbounded VAR [WF].
Proposition 11. For Pwyw E 1F(Ci, ... , Cn), VAR [W] C1 +'-- + Cn.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume y = 0. Our constraint set I automatically yields
the recursive relationship WT = W_-I + Wk. Taking expectations given Y- 1 yields
B = Wl W1 + B [Wk iTl]
x3  X3
x, 1
X X
X2 0
Figure 5-1: Example of a reduction in future decisions based on a past decision.
Hence E [14k I-Yj_-j] = 0 and so Wk is independent of Y--, implying that it is also indepen-
dent of W-r = Zk-1 Wi. Therefore,
VAR [WT] VAR [Tq--1] + Ck.
Straightforward induction proves that VAR [ 1i C,. 0
5.2.2 The Geometry of Partial Decisions in the n = 2 Case
A challenge in computing J(C 1, ... , Cn) is the evaluation of J(pwyw), which is known to be
#P-hard [12], so, as in Chapter 4, we will instead focus on developing performance bounds
for J(pwyw) and J(C1, ... , Cn). In this section, we develop the geometry underlying partial
decisions that will be used to develop such bounds. We motivate our treatment with a
simple example.
Example 10. Consider the left-side graph in Figure 5-1. Any path p = [x1 x2 x 3 x 4]T must
be one of the vectors
p E {[10 1 O]T, [10 0 1]T, [0 1 O]T} = P.
The agent starts at the leftmost vertex and can either choose the top or bottom path. In
this example, it chooses the top path. From the next vertex, the set of paths that agent can
choose from are
p E {[1 0 1 O]T, [1 00 1]T} = Pfl{[1 0 X3 X4]T I xi E R).
The set {[1 0 x3 x 4 ]T | xi E R} is an affine subspace in R4.
Example 10 highlights the key qualitative concept in the geometry of partial decisions:
a partial decision can be represented as an affine subspace S, the intersection of which with
the decision space X is the set of remaining possible decisions: S f X.
We now apply this abstraction to our formulation in the two-stage case. We begin with
several important definitions. Let
. E, = {e I hd (e) = v} be the set of edges connected to s,
E -= there is no path p with pe = p - 1} be the set of edges 6 that cannot be
reached from e,
* Ee = { I there is no path p with pe = 1, p- = 0} be the set of edges E that must be
taken if e is taken,
* Se= {x E RIEI I xe - 1, x-=1 IE 6 e, Ts =V 0 E e} be the affine subspace
corresponding to choosing an edge e E E,
* and S = {Se I xe = 1 for exactly one e E E,} be the set of affine subspaces corre-
sponding to the set of possible decisions at the start vertex s.
We can use our notation to express the two-stage performance in a simpler form.
Lemma 3.
J(pWY1Y 2 )=EminE min p T1 ]2|Y
ISES [PEpS Y11
Proof.
E min E min piT 12LSES 1 pEPfS I 2} I
= E min E[p min pT 2 } |Yi
Ie6E, EpnS Sey' I
= E min E F min pTW Y1
eeE 8  ppeIp=1 JJI
5.2.3 Outer Approximating Partial Decisions in the n = 2 Case
A key step in our derivation of analytic performance bounds in the uncontrolled case is the
use of a relaxation for partial decisions. The relaxation is an outer approximation of the set
of affine subspaces corresponding to partial decisions. We begin by motivating the structure
of the outer approximation for the two-stage case; that is, outer approximating S.
Our outer approximation consists of larger set of affine subspaces that satisfy a looser
set of constraints than S while maintaining two important properties: (a) the dimension of
the maximal-dimensional affine subspace maxSeS {dim S}, and (b) a particular geometric
property of the intersection S3(~B(O, r) for S E S.
We discuss the second property in more detail. A given S E S has the form
S= {x E R IEx | e =0 for e E Eo,xe = 1 for e E E1 }
where E0 and Ei are appropriately defined (but, of course, do not necessarily satisfy
AFigure 5-2: Illustration of a 3-dimensional ball with radius r intersecting an affine subspace
S of dimension 2. The intersection is a 2-dimensional ball centered at c with radius r' (it
appears as an ellipse due to distortion).
Eo U Ei = E). The intersection of S with the ball B(O, r) yields a new set:
SflB(r, 0) ={ X E R|E I Xe = 0 for e 2 Eo,xe = 1 for e E E1 , 2 < r2 _ eE E1 12)e(Eo,E1
From here, we can show the that S f B(0, r) = S f B(c, r') where
0,
(C) e =0,7
e EoEi
e E Eo
e E E1
(r')2 = 2- JE1| = r2 - 11c112.
The key feature to notice is that r' < r and c E S. This leads us immediately to our outer
approximation for S.
Sm = {Affine subspaces S I dim S = m, SnB(0, r) = SfB(c, r') for r' < r, c E S}.
(5.2)
Figure 5-2 illustrates how an affine subspace S E S2 operates on a ball in R3.
Proposition 12. If dim S < m for every S E S, then
J(pWy1y2 ) = E min E min PT 1 2 ;> E in E mi sPflSL
Proof. The proof follows from the fact that each S E S is contained in some S' E Sm.
s S 2
Figure 5-3: Illustration of a 3-dimensional ball intersecting an affine subspace S1 of di-
mension 2 and then with another affine subspace S2 C S1 of dimension 1. With each
intersection, we get a lower-dimensional ball (a line segment is a ball of dimension 1) with
a new radius and center point.
5.2.4 Outer Approximating Partial Decisions in the General n Case
The general n-stage case relaxation follows immediately from the 2-stage case. First, define
ST"' = S" to be the set of affine subspaces for the first decision and define the set of affine
subspaces for the ith decision as
S (Si-1) = Affine subspaces Si |
Si C Si-1, dim Si = mi, SiO B(0, r) =Sin B(cq, r') for r' < r, ci S 3
where Si E S3 (S-) for j > 1 and Si E S", and the mi's are given. Each mi represents
the largest possible dimension of the remaining decision set at the ith step. An important
property in this general case is that the ith affine subspace Si must lie in the affine subspace
Si-i of the previous decision. Aside from this modification, the definition of the set is the
same as in the two-stage case.
Figure 5-3 illustrates how a sequence of affine subspaces Si E S2 (R3) and S2 E S2(Si)
operate on a ball. Notice that each intersection yields a lower-dimensional ball with a new
radius and center. Each successive intersection yields the set of remaining choices available
to the agent at that step.
Once again, as an affine subspace, each Si E Si is completely characterized by (a) a
projection matrix Hi (corresponding to its "centered" counterpart Si), and (b) an offset
vector c E Si. We select c so that ||c| ||xii for all x E Si. By the Projection Theorem,
c is orthogonal to Si. It is also intuitively clear that c- is the center of the ball resulting
from the intersection of Si with a ball; that is, Si f B(0, r) = S fl B(c, r'). Hence, if we
let B be the ball resulting from a sequence of intersections with a ball B(O, r) in RIE:
Bi = B(0, r)nGS1 nS2n -. - nSi = Bi_1n Si
with Si E S(Si-1), then c- is the center of Bi. Of course, B0 = R|El
Remark 11. Note that although c- is in an affine subspace, the ambient space is still R\EI,
and so we treat it as a vector in RfE|.
Of particular interest to us for analysis purposes is the difference c - in the center
after each intersection. It will be convenient for us to separate this vector into its length
and direction. Thus, we define
Cc C
~yi = C i -7 I
Finally, let
y; = ||c||
be the distance from the origin to the center of ball Bi.
We now state a series of useful properties regarding these parameters. The first merely
states that the center c of ball B2 can be written as the sum of the differences in the centers,
which yields a convenient recursion for the centers.
Proposition 13. q = _yjcj = ci-1 + yici.
The second property states that ci lies in the "centered" subspace Si_1 but is orthogonal
to the new "centered" subspace S2 .
Proposition 14. ci E Si-i n SE.
Proof. We prove the claim for c' = Yic1 = c - .
Since Si C Si-1, Si c Si-i, and, since q- is orthogonal to Si-1, it is orthogonal to Si
as well. By definition, q is orthogonal to Si. Therefore, since c' is a linear combination of
the two, it is also orthogonal to Si.
Choose any s E Si-i. Since c- E Si-1 and q E Si c Si-i, we have c -y = x + s and
c= y+s for some x,yE Si-i. Thus, c = x-y E Si-i.
Now we prove an important relationship regarding ci and the projection matrix Hi. The
matrices Hi and cic[ have orthogonal range spaces (since H is the projection matrix for Si
and ci I 5i), but we can capture the range of the sum Hi + cic[ in the previous subspace
Si_1.
Proposition 15. Hi + cic[ T; Hi_.
Proof. To prove the claim, we show that A = (Hi + cicT) is a projection matrix for a
subspace of Si- since Hi_1 is a projection matrix for Si-1.
Since ci is a unit vector, cic[ is a projection matrix. Because ci is orthogonal to Si,
cTHi - [0 ... 0]. It is easy to see that ATA = A and is thus a projection matrix.
Since Hi is a projection matrix for Si c Si-1, and since ci E Si-1, A is a projection
matrix for a subspace of Si-i. El
Finally, we have an important recursion relating y; to 7,-.
Proposition 16. - = 7? + 7y =
Proof. By definition,
22+2 2cTc,--.
Therefore, we only need to show that Jcj - =y 2-. We can write c = s + c_-y for some
s E S i 1 . By orthogonality, sTc;-j = 0, therefore c = 2 -
We will heavily leverage the equivalence between Si and the parameterization (Hi, cy) in
our analysis. For a given sequence of subspaces, we can slightly modify this parameterization
to
(Si, S2, ... , S) = ((ci, 71, H 1 ), (c 2 , 72, H 2 ), ... , (ci, 7yi, H)) .
5.2.5 Analytic Performance Lower Bound under Uncontrolled Informa-
tion
We now present the main result for the uncontrolled information case - an analytic perfor-
mance lower for the uncontrolled information case. Before stating the main result, we state
a useful background result that allows us to remove the effect of p from our bounds and
apply our outer approximations.
Lemma 4. Ji > Ji where
1 (Y) = J(0) + min {E [J2 (Y2 , Yi, S1 )|Y 1]}Si ES1
(Yi = minS_(ISi) {E [ji+1(i+1, Y, S)| Y
SiESi AS 1 )
n(Yn,Y, Sn-) = _mi {pT (ij -)p .
If p = 0, then Ji > Ji.
Proof. Using the inequality minx {a(x) + b(x)} > minx {a(x)} + minx {b(x)}, we have
Jn((Yn, Y, en_1)) > min {pp} + min 7pTVw-piy
= J(0) + min p'in - pTy.
It is clear that we can lower bound Ji by applying the outer approximation set Si. Thus,
we have Ji J' where
'ij(Y1 ) = min {E [2(Y2, Y, Si)IY1j}SiCS1
Ji(YiY-, Si-1) = min {E [L'i+(Yi+i,YTSi)IYj1}
SiSi (Si-1)
J'n(Y, Y 1,S,_1) = J(O) + min pT (i -
It is straightforward to verify that Li = ' and, thus, Ji > J1 . If p = 0, it is clear that
Ji > Ji, E
The main theorem for the uncontrolled information case is now given.
Theorem 9. For a given distribution pWyw E I (C, ... , Cn) in the uncontrolled-information
case, let As be the sum of the |El - mi_ 1 smallest singular values of COV wj. For any
non-negative capacities E( 1 Ci = C,
n
J(pWYW) > J(0) - ro C - S i.
i1
Remark 12. There is a straightforward interpretation of Theorem 9. |El - mi_1 repre-
sents the minimum number of edges that either cannot be traversed or must be traversed
after the ith - 1 stage; namely, those edges for which information at the ith stage is not
valuable because either (a) those edges must be taken anyway, or (b) those edges cannot be
taken anymore. The effective capacity loss E 1 A, indicated in Theorem 9 represents the
amount of information energy spread along these edges. If the information is broadcast to
the agent or chosen randomly from the graph, an information spread to "useless" edges may
be inevitable.
Proof. The proof is by induction. We will use Proposition 22 in the appendix as the base
case. By Lemma 4, we can assume without loss of generality that A = 0.
First, assume that for any 1 < i < n,
n 2
E[J+1(Y+1, YT, Si) I Y] > - (r*)2 - 2 (Cj - Aj) + f H W; + cTI;.
We prove that the equivalent bound exists for Ji. To simplify notation, let
2 = (r*) 2 _ 2
n
Ki = (C3 - Aj) + { HiW ,
j=i+1
K 2 = cTWT.
Using the relationship 7;y = 7y +y ,we get
E [Ji+1(Yi+1, Y, Si) I Y] > - r 2 + 2K 1 + K 2.
Furthermore, since c- = -ici + c- 1 , we can expand K 2 as
K 2 =7'yicTW+c[1 WT yIcTf +K,
where we select ci so that c7'W; < 0 in order to further lower the bound.
By the lower bound in Lemma 4 for Ji, we now have the lower bound
E [ Ji(Y I, Y-, Si_1) | Y;--]
> E min -- r2 + 7f + 7;cfV ;+ K'
.(- j,cj,Hi)E-Si(Si-1) 21
I Y-]
Minimizing over yj (actually, over 7y 0 if we assume that c7'W; < 0) yields a new lower
bound:
E [Ji(Y, Y_-, Si_ 1) 1 Y-] 2 E [( min(ciH)ESi(S-1 -{v K1 + (c, W7)2 +K }I Y-.
We first examine the term M = (c[W;)2. Note that as M increases, we decrease the lower
bound, so we seek an upper bound for M. Using the matrix inequality cic[ < Hi-1 - Hi,
we have
M = 7cicfWV-
<_ W(H -_1 - Hz) W;
H-_1  + 2W Hi1W7- + W1Hj_1V;-)
Substituting this upper bound for M yields
+ (Wi H,- 1W + 2WH- 1 ;-4 + W;-H _ 1WT-)Ki + M < (C - A) + WHA
i=i+1
- WV;Hj'W;
n
= (Cj - Az) + WiHi- 1W + 2WfiHi- 1W-- + W-Hi_-1  -
j=i+1
=K1.
Substituting our expressions for K' and K2 yields a new lower bound:
E [Ji(Y, IY_, Si_ 1) I Y-] 2 E F mi
(Li,ci,H)ESi(Si-)
-2 K1 + K2 | Y-1
Because K' does not depend on Si (that is, it is independent of the minimization), we have
E[Ji(YYSi) Y-] >E [- K
> - E [KIY-] + E [K6|Y-1
where the inequality comes from Jensen's Inequality.
We now seek to compute the expectations. First,
E [K2|Y-j] = B [cT yY- = i;]
As far as E [KIlY-], we compute an upper bound. Since Hi is a projection matrix for
51, Ni = I - Hi is a projection matrix for 5/. Let {nj}j be an orthonormal basis for 5/.
There are IEl - mi such vectors, and we can write Ni = n (nj)T. Now, we have
n
E [KIIY-] = E (Cj - Aj) + E [W Hi-i IlY-] +
j=i+1
2B E -1- Y; Hi_14;- + WT-:Hi_ 1 --
n
(Cj - Az) + E [VT (I - Ni1)i] + 0 + WT1 H_ 1W;_-y
j=i+1
(b) n
(Cj - Aj) + C, - (n. )T E [WiWT] nj + WT-Hi_1VV--,-
j~i+1
(c) n
E (Cj - Aj) + Ci - Ai + W-HiiWT--
j=i+1
n
(Ci - Ai) + Wl iHi_1';-.
j=i
where (a) follows from the independence of Wi and Y_- as well as the equality H = I-Ni
(b) follows from VAR [Wi] = Ci and our expression for Ni_1 in terms of the vectors nj,
and (c) follows from the fact that the n. 's are orthonormal vectors.
Therefore,
E [Ji(Yi, Y- 1-, S 1 ) | Y-]
n 2
Now we prove the base case. Proposition 22 (see the appendix) provides the lower bound
E [Ja(Y, Y-1, Sn_1)|Y_-] > -V(r* _ _ (E [vWHn_1&n|Y_]
+c--yW- 1 .
Using an argument similar to that above, we have
B [Jn(Yn, Y-, Si_1Y-] > -(r*) 2 _ H (Cn -An+V - n- 1 )- +c-w--.
To prove the claim, substitute So = RJE => Ho = I => A 1 = 0, Wo = E [W] = 0, and
n=1 Ci = C into the expression for E [Ji(Y)].
5.3 The Controlled Sequential Information Framework
We now proceed with an analysis of the controlled information case. This case also provides
a generalization of the non-sequential case but along different lines. In particular, to make
any useful traction in this case, we need to apply a different information structure and
performance analysis. For ease, we restrict our discussion in this section to the two-stage
case, but it generalizes straightforwardly to the n-stage case. The key development in
this section is not the bound itself, but rather practical conditions under which controlled
requests may outperform non-sequential requests.
5.3.1 Structuring Information
As in the uncontrolled information case, we seek to structure the information the agent
receives so that an accumulation of "little" bit of information at each time does not result
in the agent knowing everything about the edge weights. However, we cannot apply the
same information restriction used in the uncontrolled case to this case because, in that
case, W1 and W2 were independent. In the controlled case, the agent's location is used
to determine future information, but its location is dependent on past information. Thus,
there are dependencies among the estimates.
Intuitively, one may expect that the ability for the agent to concentrate future infor-
mation to the relevant remaining portion of the graph should possibly result in improved
performance relative to requesting all information upfront. However, in general, this in-
tuition is not correct. The next proposition shows that if we were to simply constrain
information so that VAR < Ci+. - +Cn, then it is optimal to request all information
upfront.
Proposition 17. Let Y = Ys. For any nonnegative capacities Ci, J(C1,... ,Cn) > J(C)
where C = maxpwyer(C1,..,C) {VAR [W(Y)] }.
Proof. If pwy, E F(C1, ... , Cn), then J(pwyw) > J(pwy) by an application of Jensen's
Inequality on (2.7). Therefore, since C satisfies IF(C1, . . . C c F(C),
min {J(pWY)} min {J(pwy)} min (J(pWY)}-
PwyGTF(C1,.,Cn) PWYErF(C1,---,Cn) pwycJr(C)
The basis for Proposition 17 is that under such a mild information restriction any joint
distribution that can be achieved using controlled requests can also be achieved upfront.
This implies that the type of information that the agent can request upfront can be very
complicated and can even emulate sequential requests. Hence, we will seek to compare
the performance of controlled requests to non-sequential requests in the case where the
agent cannot emulate sequential requests upfront. The following example motivates the
information structure that we will eventually apply to meet this criterion.
Example 11. Suppose W ~ N(O, I) and that we restrict the agent to requesting whole edge
weights. Therefore, we consider the case We E {We, 0} and integer-valued Ci. We let the
agent request C1 edges weights on the first step, and C2 different edge weights on the second
step.
Let A1 be a constant diagonal 0-1 matrix with at most C1 number of 1's. We have
W1 = A 1W. Let A 2 be another constant diagonal 0-1 matrix with at most C2 number of 1's.
The new information the agent gets is A 2W. Because the agent selects different edge weights
at the second time step, A1 and A2 must have orthogonal range spaces or, equivalently,
ATA 2 = 0. Finally, because the selection of edge weights at the second step depends on
information at the first step, we let A2 be a function of W1 and write A 2 = A 2i 1V = A2|Alw-
Thus, we can interpret A2 as a RV.
We cannot write W2 = A 2W since the very realization of A 2 gives us information about
W1, and thus W2 actually has information outside the range space of A 2. However, we
know that our information after the second step is A 1W + A 2W. Thus, we have W12 =
d
A 1W + A 2W. A weaker condition that we satisfy is CV12 = A 1W + A 2W.
There are two key properties for us in the above example. The first is the orthogonal
range space condition ATA 2 = 0, and the second is the distribution of the joint estimate
W12 d A 1W + A 2W. We use these two conditions as the basis for the information structure
we apply in the controlled information case.
F(C1, C2) = {PWY1Y 2 I (W12 - [) A, Z + A 2 |A1 ZZ
VAR [A1 Z] 5 C1, VAR [A2|AizZ] C2
A A 2 = 0}
where Z is an RV, A1 is a constant matrix, and A2 is a matrix function of A1 Z. From here
on, we simplify notation by treating A2 as a random matrix related to the RV A 1Z.
This information structure limits the types of distributions that agent can use to obtain
information, and it guarantees that "little" amounts of information do not accumulate to
"too much" information.
Proposition 18. For pWY 1Y2 E F(C1, C2), VAR [V 12] Ci + C2.
Proof.
VAR [W12] = VAR [A1Z + A 2Z]
= VAR [ A 1 Z] + VAR [A2 Z] + 2 E [WT AT A 2 Z]
< 01+C2+0.
5.3.2 Performance Bounds
We now state the main theorem of this section - a comparison of the controlled information
case to the non-sequential information case.
Theorem 10. For pwy1y2 E P(C1, C2), a lower bound for the controlled information case
is
J(pWY1 Y2) J(0) -
and for pwy E F(C1 + C2,0), a lower bound for the non-sequential information case is
J(pWY) > J(0) - ro
where
Ce=max Emax{VAR [Hp(AZ +A2Z) | AZ]} ,
A1 A2
C = max {VAR [H-pA1Z]}.
A 1
Furthermore, if A* is the optimizing matrix for Cns, and if there is a projection matrix H
satisfying VAR [HA* Z] = C1, then Ce C,.
Remark 13. In Chapter 4, it is shown that only the component HpW contains useful
information about the shortest path in the graph; in other words, (I - H p)W cannot be used
to determine which path is the shortest. Therefore, we should apply all of the information
energy into the subspace of the path polytope. One can interpret Theorem 10 as a statement
that the agent's performance in the controlled information case can be better than in the
non-sequential case because the agent may be better able to concentrate the energy of its
estimates to the subspace. This is reflected in the inequality Ce > C,.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that E [W] = 0. Write the affine subspace con-
taining P as Sp = Sp + cp. This gives us
J(pwy1 y2 ) = E min E min {pT12ISES [Ppn s p 111
(E imin in {(p -cn)T 12 } Y] + E [cW]
ISES 967pn3
Eb) in {EminS{(p c)THp 12}|Y}+0
E min E min pTH
ISES IpEpnS~p f1211
(d)
>E min min pTHP 12
[SES PEcT SJ
E min {pTHp(A1Z + A 2Z)}
where (a) follows from the fact that cp is a constant independent of p and el, (b) follows
from the fact that (p - cp) E Sp so that (p - cp) = Hr(p - cp), (c) follows from the fact
that cHp = (HPcP)T = 0 T, (d) follows from Jensen's inequality, and (e) follows from
d
substituting the equivalent distribution W 12 = A 1Z + A 2Z.
From Theorem 7, we know that J(C) J(0) - r* VAR [w]. In this case,
W = Hy(A 1 Z + A 2 Z).
Therefore, for a fixed selection of A1 and A2, the agent's performance is
J(C1, C2) > J(0) - r* VAR [Hp (A1Z + A 2 Z)].
Now, in the controlled information case, the agent can optimize A2 depending on the real-
ization of A 1Z, hence the definition of Cc. In the non-sequential case, the agent can only
optimize A1.
Finally, we prove the final part of the claim. If we set A 1 = HA* and A 2 = (I - H)A,
then
VAR [A1Z + A 2Z] =VAR [HA*Z] + VAR [(I - H)A*Z] + 2 COV [HA*Z, (I - H)A*Z]
C1 +(VAR [A* Z] + VAR [HA* Z] - 2 COV [A* Z, HA* Z]) +0
01+ (C1+2) + VAR [HA* Z] - 2VAR [HA* Z]
=C1+ (C1+C2) - C1
=C1+C2,
and A 1Z + A 2 Z = A*Z. Therefore, Ce > Ca,.
0.4
Figure 5-4: Graph topology where sequential information is worse than non-sequential
information.
W ni W12 W13
W 21 W22 W23
Figure 5-5: Graph topology where (controlled) sequential information can achieve the same
performance as the non-sequential case.
5.3.3 Examples
We now present some examples that show how graph topology and our restriction on
P(C1 , C2) impact whether controlled requests are beneficial relative to non-sequential re-
quests.
Example 12. Consider the graph in Figure 5-4. The agent can take one of the two edges
from the leftmost vertex. After traversing one of those edges, the remainder of its path
is determined. Thus, the only useful information about W is contained in the first two
edges, and so any information transmitted at the second stage is useless. Regardless of the
restrictions on F(C1, C2), J(C1, C2) > J(C1 + C2).
Example 13. We reconsider Example 3 from Chapter 2. Consider the graph in Figure 5-5
with Wij , N(O, 1) and independent. Assume C < 2 i, and suppose we restrict pwy E P(C)
so that W ~ N(p, A) with A diagonal (that is, we want our estimates of the edge weights
to be independent Gaussians, just like W). In Example 3, it is shown that an optimal such
pwy satisfies (a) VAR [Wij] = / and (b) VAR [w2j] = 0. Of course, by symmetry,
one can immediately see that there are at least two such optimal distributions simply by
reversing the roles of W13 and W2j-
It is clear that the agent only requires information about edge weights 1 and Wk2j
immediately before having to decide which of the two to take (that is, at the jth vertex). For
the controlled information case, we take PWY1Y2 E r( C/2,C - C2) so that
1. VAR [E [WI|Yi]] = C and VAR [E [WijlY 1 ]] = 0 for j > 1,
2. and VAR [E [WijlYY 2]] = E/2 and VAR [E [W2jlY1 Y2]] = 0 for j> 1.
0 0
Figure 5-6: Graph topology where controlled sequential information can outperform non-
sequential information.
In this case, in is straightforward to see that J(pwy1Y2 ) = J(C). In fact, we can show
that J (\E/2, C E2) = J(C), meaning that pWy1 y2 is optimal.
To map this setting to our controlled information framework, we set:
" Z=W,
" A1 ~ diagonal with (A1 ), = |E/2 and (A 1 );i = 0 for i > 1,
e and A 2 ~ diagonal with (A 2)ii = E/2 and (A2)1 1 = 0.
One can easily check that W12 A A 1W + A 2W.
Example 14. For our final example, we consider the graph in Figure 5-6. In this case,
we assume W ~ N(0, I) and C 1 = C 2 = k. We restrict pwy1y 2 E F(C1, C2 ) so that
VAR [E [WeIYi] E {0, 2, 1} and VAR [E [We|YY2] E {0, 1, 1}. In our setup, this is equiv-
alent to setting Z = W and restricting A1 and A 2 to be diagonal matrices with (A)ij E
{0, , 1}. Essentially, we want to restrict the agent to either getting perfect information
about one edge or "half" information from each of two edges.
We now compute the agent's performance under all of the possible request schemes for
pWY 1 E F(C1 + C2, 0) = r(1, 0) (the non-sequential case):
Request Scheme J(pwY 1)
Perfect information about any one edge -0.3982
Partial information about two edges coming from the same -0.3983
vertex
Partial information about any two edges in series -0.4808
Partial information about any two completely disconnected -0.4819
edges I _ I
Now, for the controlled information case, we consider only one information scheme. For
ease, we simply describe the scheme:
1. First, request partial information about one of the two first edges coming from the root
vertex. Call this edge e.
2. If E [We|lY1 ] < 0, then traverse e, request partial information about one of the two
remaining relevant edges, and take the one with the shortest estimated length.
3. If E [We|Y1] > 0, then traverse the other edge, request partial information about one of
the two remaining relevant edges, and take the one with the shortest estimated length.
Under this information scheme, we get J(pwy1y2 ) ~ -0.5658, which is better than all of
the non-sequential information schemes.
5.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we compared two types of sequential information schemes, controlled and
uncontrolled, to the non-sequential information case. In each case, we introduced a prac-
tical assumption of the information's structure that led to meaningful comparisons of the
cases. In the uncontrolled case, the lower bound for performance is higher than in the
non-sequential case due to lost information energy that is spread across irrelevant edges of
the graph. In the controlled case, if the information structure is sufficiently restricted, the
lower bound for performance is better than in the non-sequential case.
Chapter 6
The Value of Information in
Network Flow Optimization
We now study the impact of partial information in a social welfare context. We consider
multiple agents that simultaneously choose decisions from a decision set and where the
quality of each decision is dictated by (a) the decision itself, (b) some random perturbation,
and (c) the number of agents that choose that same decision.
We motivate this problem with an example. Consider a traffic system where each vehicle
corresponds to an agent. The decision set in this case is the set of available paths, and the
quality of a decision is the total time of travel. However, the delay of a path is partially
dictated by the number of agents who choose to take that path. Therefore, the agents must
coordinate themselves in a non-greedy fashion if they wish to maximize their social welfare.
We seek to determine how side information can benefit social welfare.
We begin our presentation with a specialization of the general framework in Chapter 2
to social welfare optimization. We then study this framework in the context of a specific
problem: network flow optimization. For this application, we provide a specific relaxation
that will allow us to express information optimization (on a lower performance bound) as
a linear program as well as allow us to derive an analytic performance lower bound.
6.1 Partial Information in Stochastic Social Welfare Opti-
mization
6.1.1 Performance
We first define a framework for studying the value of information in stochastic social welfare
optimization.
Let R > 1 be the number of agents (an integer). Each agent makes a decision x E X.
For ease, we assume that X is finite. Let fx be the fraction of the R agents who choose
decision x. Define the vector of decisions as f = [fi ... fixi]T. Clearly, Rfx is the number of
agents who chose decision x, and Rf is the vector of how many agents chose each decision.
Finally, let h(x, Rf, W) be the quality of decision x. We let the quality be a function of the
collective decisions of the agents (the vector Rf) as well as some random perturbation W.
Denote the simplex in R" as A' = {xR" I x > 0, ||xi|1 = 1}. Clearly, f E A IX, though
by the assumption that R is an integer, f lies in a strict subset of the simplex.
Remark 14. One can almost immediately see that this framework is actually a specializa-
tion of the stochastic optimization in Chapter 2. We have only extended our decision set to
the set of all the agents' decisions.
We assume that every agent has the same information Y about W. For a given Y, the
agents optimize the average social performance
minE [Zfxh(x,Rf,W) |Y =minJ( fxE[h(x,Rf,W) |Y].f .xex I xex
We denote the average social performance under the joint distribution pwy as JR(PWY).
This is simply given by
JR(pWY) = E min fx E [h(x, RfW)IY ]. (6.1)
6.1.2 Quantifying Information and Information Optimization
Finally, given a family of information constraint sets {fI(C)}, the optimal performance under
a capacity C is written as
JR(C)= min {JR(pWy)}- (6.2)
PwYeF(C)
6.2 Network Flow Optimization under Limited Information
In this section, we specialize the general stochastic social welfare framework to network flow
optimization.
6.2.1 Specialization to Network Flow Optimization
In network flow optimization, we assume that the agents simultaneously traverse the graph,
and that the edge weights of the graph are impacted by the number of agents on each edge
as well as some inherent randomness.
The decision set is the set of paths P. Each agent chooses a path p E P to traverse.
f, is the fraction of agents who take path p, and, as a vector, f E Als'. We call f the
flow. The quality h(p, Rf, W) of path p is the total weight of that path, which is sum of
the weights of the edges along that path, and it is defined as
h(p, Rf, W) = (acRf + We)
eEp
where
" f, = Ep i ep fp is the fraction of agents that specifically use edge e,
" Rf, is the number of agents that use edge e,
e ae > 0 is the sensitivity of the edge e's weight to the number of agents using it,
* and We is an additive random weight for edge e.
We have some information Y about the edge weights W. The estimate of h given Y is
E [h(p, Rf, W) |Y] = (aeRfe + We)
e~p
where W = E [WIY].
For a given Y, the agents choose the flow that optimizes the social welfare according to
min (fpE[h(p,Rf,W)IY]}.
The average performance of the agents under the joint distribution pwY is now just
JR(pW ) = JR(PWY) = E min {Zfp [ aeRfe, + We . (6.3)
Note that we can denote our distribution pwy as pW since W is the only random quantity
in the expression.
6.2.2 Information Constraints
We define our information constraint sets {F(C)} using the same definition in Chapter 2
for shortest path optimization:
F(C) = {PWY I VAR [WI ; C}. (6.4)
6.3 Outer Approximating Network Flow Optimization
A key step in generating bounds for JR is to relax the constraints on the flow f. A similar
approach is taken in Chapter 4 for determining the value of information in shortest path
optimization. In Chapter 4, the constraint set for the agent is the set of paths P. By
relaxing this constraint set, performance bounds could be derived. A significant difference
between network flow optimization and shortest path optimization, however, is that shortest
path optimization is a linear optimization while network flow optimization is a quadratic
optimization. The methods used in Chapter 4 very much rely on its linear structure, so they
are not useful to us here. To this end, we will develop a different approach that leverages
the structure of the underlying formulation. Our method requires a minor assumption on
the graph's structure.
Definition 3. An edge cut across a graph is a collection of edges {e1, e2,.. .} such that each
path in the graph passes through exactly one edge in the collection.
Assumption 3. There is a subset S = {Si} of all possible sets of edge cuts across G such
that (a) each path p contains an edge from every cut Si E S, and (b) for two different
Si, SJ E S, Si and Sj are disjoint.
For ease, let N = {Si}|. We expand the set of decisions for each agent using these sets.
Proposition 19. P C P = Si x S 2 x ... X SN.
Proof. By Assumption 3 and acyclicity, every path p has exactly one edge in each Si. 0
Remark 15. In the shortest path problem, the set of decisions for the agent is the set of
paths P of the graph. A useful outer approximation for P is the unit hypercube in RIF|, which
is the convex hull of all 1-0 combinations of edges. The hypercube approximation effectively
expands the set of paths to all possible paths constructed from all the edges (including a path
of zero edges that always has zero length). The outer approximation P that we take for
network flow optimization is similar - it is all combinations of edges subject to having only
one edge from each cut.
Proposition 20.
JR(p ) E [ n fe [aeRfe } +e
where Ai = Alsil and f E Ai is a vector f = [fe, fe2 ... felsig ]T where ek E Si.
Proof. The set of decisions P corresponds to a graph, thus we can write the performance
of the network flow formulation for this new graph as a lower bound for J(pt).
JR (p) E min f [acRfe + We] .f(PPP e)p
Clearly, f E A1751. We can lower bound the optimization further if we allow f to take any
value in this simplex (this is akin to making R a real number).
> E min
[f Gz\IP p
fp E
eEp aeRfe + 
e
Now we reverse summations.
> E min_
=E min
If E [
=E min_
f EAI
(
e
( aeRfe + We] fp)p I epi{ [aeRfe + We] fe}
eI
( 1:
i eES
aeRfe + t fe
We can equivalently optimize over fe directly, so we only need to determine the range of
its value. Define the vector fi E RISil as (fi)e = fe for e E St. fi is simply the vector of flow
on edges
yielding
in cut Si. Because all flow must pass through edge cut Si, it is clear that fi E Ai,
=E min
{fj}Esi
=E m i
=E mi[f EA%
i eESi
aeR(fi)e + We] (fi
S [aeRfe + We]{ i fe
6.4 Information Optimization via Lower Bound Optimiza-
tion
We now derive computational bounds for performance that are used to provide a rudimen-
tary information optimization algorithm.
aeR(fi)e + We] (fi)e
W1
W2
Figure 6-1: Graph for Example 15
6.4.1 The Impact of Information Selection: Examples
Before deriving our first set of bounds, we first provide some examples that highlight how
information can impact performance.
Example 15. Consider the graph in Figure 6-1. Set a1 = a2 = a and let Wi ~ N(O, 1)
and independent. We consider pg c F(C) for C < 2 subject to the additional restriction
that W and fV2 are independent Gaussians as well. We write 1Vi ~ N(O, A?).
Evaluating (6.3) is a matter of solving for the optimal flows fi and f2 corresponding to
each of the two paths. It is straightforward, albeit lengthy, to compute J(pW) for this case,
so we only provide the final expression for it:
~C C [Z -Z
JR (p,-y) = JR (0) + E -- [ZatZR
_aR c c .]
where Z = wtw2 1. Unfortunately, even in this simple case, the average performance
expression is far too difficult to exactly analyze. With some effort, though, we can lower
bound as
aR C2JR(C) JR(O) + 2Cq ( ) -
where $ is the density of the normal distribution. Though simpler, this expression is not
much of an improvement for the purposes of developing a general bound.
Example 16. In this example, we compare the performances of two request schemes to
motivate the benefit of information optimization. Consider the graph in Figure 6-2 that
has n disjoint paths with each path having n edges. We set aij = 1 for all i, j, and let
Wij ~ N(O, 1) and independent RVs.
Define the distribution p* E F(N) that yields Wi = Wij and Wij = 0 for i > 1 (serial
information). Define the distribution pp E r(N) that yields W11 = Wi1 and Wij = 0 for
j > 1 (parallel information).
'Note that J(pry) is symmetric with respect to Z and -Z, as it should be since Z and -Z have the same
distribution.
W 11 W12 o
w21 w22 .
Wn Wn2
W 4
W2n
Wnn
Figure 6-2: Graph for Example 16
The average performances in each case can be written as
JR(pn) = E min Rf12 + f1 1
f1
=E min f1rZ+ R f
JR(pn) = E [min Rf2 + fWi}1
i=f=
where Z ~ N(O, 1). It is not clear how to exactly evaluate these expressions, so we instead
compare bounds for them instead. We hypothesize that the use of p3 will (at least asymp-
totically) outperform pP, so we compare an upper bound for JR(pn) to a lower bound for
JR(pn).
We derive an upper bound for JR(p") using the selection of a suboptimal flow f as well
as the inequality |f|1|| < 1. Since f will be a function of Z, we choose (the suboptimal) f
according to f1 (Z) = 1 if Z < 0 and f1 (Z) = 0 if Z > 0. Therefore,
JR (p*) E min { f1VZ + R} = R + E [min {, vnZ } =R - .~-.Jaz}] 1
We derive a lower bound JR(pn) by simply splitting the min operator and using the lower
bound If | > 0.
n 
" "f
JR(p n) E [min Rf2 +E mn f
> 0 + E min{W}
O0
Rf2+ E
i=2
>- 2n n
where the last inequality is obtained by using Lemma 3 in [8].
Therefore, JR(p') (serial information) asymptotically outperforms JR(pn) (parallel in-
formation).
6.4.2 Computational Performance Bounds
We now seek to derive a computational lower bound for performance that is amenable to
information optimization. We begin with the follow lemma, which allows us to remove the
effect of mean y from our bounds.
Lemma 5.
F
JR(pW) > J(0) - E Lmin Y fe [aeRfef EA eES.
where J(O) = minpEp {pTtp} and Aj and f are defined as in Proposition 20.
Proof. Adding and subtracting p and using the relationship
min {a(x) + b(x)} min {a(x)} + min {b(x)}
T T x
yields
JR(ptv) E min1: fp5 We
fE/AlP e I
+E [in E fp
eEp
pe +E min
. t
fp [oeRfe+( e-
e~p
The first optimization can be interpreted as a congestionless optimization, the minimizing
flow for which is the one that has all agents taking the shortest path in the graph. Therefore
J()+ E min Efp P fpS [eRf +eEp (We - P)
Bounding the right-hand term using Proposition 20 proves the claim.
We now present the computational lower bound that is the basis for our information
optimization algorithm.
+ (We - Pe)]
-)1
=min E
pE P
fp
e~p
laeRfe + (Tie
Proposition 21.
JR(PW) ;> J(O) - VAR VAR4R Ze i Less ae esi ae
Proof. By Lemma 5, we can compute a lower bound for performance over a single cut and
then simply sum over the cuts for the lower bound. Hence, we are interested in computing
a lower bound for the expression
min fe [efe + (We - Pe)
fee
where 3e = Rae. Assume without loss of generality that p = 0.
Taking the Lagrangian dual of the optimization, we get
=max min +vWTf+ 17Tf-1-A Tf},
y,A>o f 2
where Q = diag{23e}e. The optimal f is given by f = Q- (A- -y1 - V). Substituting
this value for f and simplifying, we get
= 1 max {-(A - 71I - W)TQ~-I p - -y - 4)- 2-
2 -y,Amo
for which the optimizing -y is Y- . Substituting this value for y and simpli-
fying, we get
= - max -(A-W) T Q- 1 (A - W)2 A>o
+ T Q_ [(A - W)Q- 1 11T Q-1(A - W) - 2(A - W) T Q-'I + 1 .
We lower bound the expression by removing the positive quadratic term and the positive
constant to get
= -max -(A - W)TQ-1 - Q- - (A - W)TQ~11
2 A>o lQ1
We achieve a lower bound for the above expression by choosing a suboptimal A. The
unconstrained minimizing value for A is given by the solution to the equation
-2Q- 1 (A- W) -Q_1lQ-11 = 0,
for which the solution is A - ± W. However, since A is constrained to non-
negativity, we
get
simply select Ae = we
> - [ WT] Q-1
. Substituting this value for A and simplifying, we
2 
[W 
T]1 T-11J
Q-1 .
Substituting Q- 1 = 1R- 1 -diag{ca 1}e, simplifying, and taking expectations, we get
E ([WT]_)2
E
e
2 -
ae E ae
Letting 7,2 = VAR IWe], we have the inequalities
E (WT] 2 ,
) 2
where the second inequality comes from the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality [5]. Thus, we have
4R eae
2z ,2-1
' eZ
e Ze a
Applying Jensen's Inequality to the second expression gives
4R ae
1 2
Zeo ae e
Summing over i (the cuts) yields the bound in the claim.
6.4.3 Information Optimization
We now present the main result of this section: an information optimization algorithm.
Theorem 11. A lower bound for JR(C) is given by the concave maximization
JR(C) > J(O) - maxY20,Ilylli C
Zeesi ae-
4R ae z .eES~
Proof. Simply substitute ye = VAR [W] in Proposition 21.
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6.5 An Analytic Relationship between Capacity and Perfor-
mance
Finally, we use Proposition 21 to derive an analytic lower bound for JR(C) in terms of the
capacity C, the total flow R, and certain characteristics of the graph when the ae's are
constant.
Theorem 12. If ae = a and ISi| M, then JR(C) > J(0) - C - y C -O(C).
Proof. Let -2 = VAR [Wel. If ace = a, then by Proposition 21
N
JR(p) >J(0)~ ARZE 7 ie i= eES
?J(0)~ AaR E7
e i=1 eESi
Using Jensen's Inequality to add the square root terms:
N
E I = N Y N< < N E N Exi
Sj N - i
and using the bound 1e 7e C yields the bound in the claim.
Remark 16. In shifting the effect of p into J(0), we get JR(0) J(0). In general, the two
are not equal. Therefore, this bound is necessarily offset from the true performance for any
graph where JR(0) $ J(0).
We compare our analytic bound to the actual performance of the optimization for a
simple example.
Example 17. Once again, consider the graph in Figure 6-1. Set a1 = a2 = 1 and let
Wi ~ N(O, 10) and independent. We consider pt C F(C) for C < 20 subject to the
additional restriction that W 1 and W2 are independent Gaussians as well. We assume a
continuous flow of agents, allowing us to simply normalize R = 1. One can interpret the
use of continuous flow as a normalized approximation to having many agents.
The plot in Figure 6-3 shows the simulated performance of the agents as the capacity
is varied in the range 0 < C < 20. The capacity is equally allocated between the two edge
weights so that VAR [fi] = V . For each value of C, JR(C) is approximated by averaging
5, 000 simulations.
Interestingly, the performance seems to grow linearly with capacity, as predicted by the
bound in Corollary 12.
CZ
E
0
-0.5-
-1
0 5 10 15 20
Capacity
Figure 6-3: Simulated performance of continuous flow with R = 1 on the graph in Figure
6-1 as capacity is varied from 0 < C < 20. Each point represents a data point from the
simulation. The solid line is a linear regression of those points.
6.6 Summary
In this paper, we examined the relationship between information quantity and performance
in network flow optimization. It was shown that obtaining analytic bounds for network flow
optimization is difficult even in rudimentary cases. Hence, we followed the approach taken
Chapter 4 and constructed an outer approximation for the constraint set (based in cuts
of the graph) to lower bound the optimization. Both analytic bounds and computational
bounds useful for information optimization were developed. The information optimization
algorithm in this paper corresponded to a linear optimization that placed more information
resources on edges that were more sensitive to congestion. Overall, the fastest rate of
improvement with information is linear in the amount of information available to the agents.
An example illustrated that linear growth with capacity may be a tight bound on growth.
Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis, we examined the value of information in an instance of an uncertain decision
framework: shortest path optimization on a graph with random edge weights. In the
most basic version of the problem, we considered an agent receiving side information about
the edge weights in advance of its travel, using that information to estimate the edge
weights, and then traveling along the path with the smallest estimated length. We sought
to understand how side information impacted the agent's average performance as well as to
understand how the agent should optimize its side information.
We defined a notion of information that was compatible with this formulation: the vari-
ance of the edge-weight estimates. By allowing the agent to optimize the information it
receives, we needed to develop algorithms for information optimization. A practical set of
such algorithms was developed by allowing the agent to optimize bounds for average per-
formance. The bounds were based in a new graph reduction for shortest path optimization
that simplified the description of the graph to the minimal-sphere and subspace containing
it. In certain cases, the optimization can be practically bounded by a convex optimization.
We also provided a generalization to a sequential-information framework whereby the
agent can receive and apply information as it traverses the graph. We considered two cases
of sequential information, controlled and uncontrolled. In the controlled case, we allowed
the agent to optimize information it would receive at each stage at that stage. In the
uncontrolled case, we forced the agent to optimize the information it would receive at each
stage before traversing the graph altogether. We defined a new information constraint set
for this case (though still based in the variance of the edge-weight estimate) and developed
a new abstraction for sequential decision making that greatly simplified analysis. The lower
bounds we developed were a generalization of those in the non-sequential case, and the
bounds indicated a loss of performance in the uncontrolled-information case while showing
a potential gain in performance in the controlled-information case.
Finally, we applied our framework the study the value of information in network flow
optimization. It was shown that obtaining analytic performance bounds for network flow
optimization is difficult even in simple cases, and, hence, we followed the approach taken in
shortest path optimization by constructing an outer approximation for the constraint set
(based in cuts of the graph, not spheres). Both analytic bounds and computational bounds
useful for information optimization were developed.
Future work includes further examining the relationship between spheric outer approx-
imation and the edge-cut outer approximations used in Chapters 4 and 6 to actual rates of
improvement. The bounds seem to capture the best possible rates of growth, and relating
them to optimizations such as that in Corollary 7 may reveal important general structures
that can be used to bound more general partial-information optimizations. Future work
also includes better understanding the impact of controlled information in the sequential
information setting by developing bounds that leverage coarser graph topology informa-
tion and developing broader conditions under which controlled sequential information can
outperform non-sequential information.
Appendix A
Additional Proofs and Results
Chapter 4
Proof of Theorem 2. We prove the result by providing such an algorithm. First, define
f ({rin, ..., n }, j) = argmin||n|| subject to
(nA)
nj = 1, (nk)Tn = 0 for all k < i
J(v) = max { J(tl (e)) + ne}, J(v) = min {J(tl (e)) + ne}
el hd(e)=v el hd(e)=v
J(s) = J(s), J(t) = J(t) = 0
with the definition f({ni, ... , ni-}, j) = (0, oo) if the optimization is infeasible.
The algorithm is as follows:
1: Hp +- I; i <- 1; j +- 1
2: while j |Ej do
3: (n*,I A*) +- f ({ni, ... ., ni--1}, j)
4: if A* 0 then
5: Hp <- Hp - In 112
6: nz _ *
7: i+-i+1
8: else
9: j+-j+1
10: end if
11: end while
It is clear that the above algorithm terminates in polynomial number of executions, so we
only need to prove that it generates a valid projection matrix for Sp. For any orthogonal
basis {n n 2  k} of SP, a projection matrix for Sp can be written as I- 1
Therefore, we need to show that the set {n'} generated from the algorithm is such a basis.
A vector n E RJE being normal to Sp is equivalent to nT (P - ) T(p={} = 0
for all p E P. Therefore, a sufficient and necessary condition for n to be normal is that all
paths from s to t have the same length when the edge weights are n.
The longest path in the graph when the edge weights are given by n is the unique
function J : V -+ R satisfying J(v) = maxel hd(e)=v J(tl (e)) + ne }. The shortest path
is the unique function J satisfying the same equality with max -> min. An equivalent
condition to all paths having the same length is J(s) = J(s). Therefore, if f is feasible, any
optimal solution vector n* provided by f must be normal to SP, and, further, it must be
non-zero. Therefore, any set of vectors {ni n 2, .. , ,k} must lie in S#.
By the orthogonality constraint in f, any set of vectors {ni, n2 ,k} yielded by the
algorithm must be non-zero and orthogonal, hence the set is a subset of an orthogonal basis
for S'.
Now, suppose the set {ni, n 2  fk} is a strict subset of a basis. Then there is a non-
zero vector n that is orthogonal to each ni and lies in SJ. Let i be the smallest non-zero
component of n, and assume without loss of generality that ni = 1 (n can be normalized to
produce this). Finally, let 1 = argmax {nInq = 1}.
By the definition of 1, f({ni, ... , ni'}, i) is infeasible since, otherwise, n1+ = 1 yield-
ing 1 = 1 + 1. By the existence of n, though, we know that f({ni, ... , ni'}, i) is feasible
since n satisfies all of the constraints of the optimization. The contradiction implies that
{ni, n2 kI} must be an orthogonal basis for SJ. Hence, Hp is a projection matrix for
S1p.
Proof of Corollary 7. We present a detailed sketch of the proof. First, if we remove the
capacity constraint from (4.3) and instead fix the variances VAR [Ve] = Ae, get
1({Ae}) =min E min {p } subject to
Ptvy P )w
E[W =p, VAR[ = Ae
where, for ease, we denote the lower bound for performance in this case as J(A). This
optimization is of the form Equation (3.7) in [4]. By Theorem 3.1 in [4], it is equivalent to
Equation (3.8) in [4]. Substituting our constraints yields a quadratic objective and second-
degree polynomial inequalities, which we can re-express as operations and inequalities on
semi-definite matrices:
_J({mAe) =Em d fJ(d) + Ge -Ae +ye ~ subject to
{Ge},dJEI e Pe
Ge{ 0, 2
2-de)
where by our definition of J(W), J(d) is simply J(W) with W = d, a constant.
Let F'(C) = {A E RJIE 10 < A/2 <u2, IA 112 < C}. V(C) is clearly a convex set, and any
py E F(C) will yield a set of variances VAR [We] = A2 in F'(C). We have
J(C) = min _J(A).
AEF'(C)
Taking the dual of the inner optimization for J(-y) yields a new inner optimization
0 1
min max J(d) - He[- d
He d; -,Hde- A eHe 1
He O, He>-IACele e 1
I subject to
Let He = [be
minimax is
. Letting c = [C1 ... cE|T and d = [di ... d|E ]T, the objective in the
=J(d) + cTd - 1 -He
e .2
=min{pd} +cd- 01  21 -He
0e -2
Of interest to us is the minimaximin expression:
min max min { (p + c)T d}
c d pEP
If -c E P, then this expression must always be nonpositive since 0 E P - c. If -c ( P,
then one can show that the expression will always be oo. Therefore, we require -c E P. In
this case, d = 0 is the optimal strategy for d since that maximizes the expression to 0.
The constraint c E P is represented by
0
e
-1- He) Ve E P.
The remainder of the claim easily follows.
Chapter 5
Proposition 22.
E [Ja(Ya, Y;-, Sn_1)|Y;;- 1] > - (r* - _2 (E [ VVHf_1&f|YTT-
+ 2E [fVnTHi 1 ;Y- + ;H T1 )-
+ cn -- WT;-.
Proof. We start with the lower bound from Lemma 4, and we assume without loss of
generality that yt = 0 (so that J(O) = 0 as well). We first "center" P? S by removing c*.
First, we have
1(Yi) = J(0) + min {E [J2(Y2, Yi, S1)IYI}Si ES1
J.(Yi, Y--, Si-1) = min {E [1i+1(Yi+1,YI, S)Y7}
SiESi(S 
_1)
Jn (Yn,Y-,S_1)= mmin p W1 +(c*
pE(P-c*) n Sn-1
It is straightforward that J1 = _' where
J'1(Y) = min {E [12 (Y2, Y1, S)IY1I]} + E [(c*)TSi ES1L J
_J_ (Yi,1 Y7-1, Si_-1) = Min- {E [Ji+1(Yi+1 i, 3 i~ji S i E (Si -1)
n(Yn,7 Y_- , Sn -1) = min pf~
pE(M-c*) n S.1i
where E [(c*)TW1 = 0. Therefore, assume without loss of generality that c* = 0. Note
that this implies that 5 = B(0, r*).
By definition, P n Sn_1 = B(c;;-, r') n Sn-i for some r' ; r. For ease, call this inter-
section B. Since B C Sn-1, Hn-1 B = B. Therefore,
n (Yn, Y;-,Sn-1) =min {pTiPE B Vf7
= min pi 71. + cln-^
pE(B-cn ) )
= min (H._1p)TW} + cjW
pE(B-c 1) + fETT
=-r'||Hn_1&Yg||+c C -j.T
By the relationship
E [Wy|Y 1] = E [E [W|Yy] |YIi] = E [W|y-] = vV_-
and Jensen's Inequality, we have
E [Jn(Yn, Y-, Sn_ 1) Y1 ] = -r' E [Hn_1v 1||2|Y7 1 ] + c W;;-y.
Using the relationship W = Wa + W- 1 and Ha_1 Hn_1 = Hn_ 1, we have
||Hn-1W7|| 2 = WrHn-1 Wn + 2WHn_ 1 W- + W-H_ iWT-.
Finally, it is straightforward to show that (r')2 = - ||c;;-r|| 2 = (r - y-. The
bound in the claim follows from the fact that Jn > J. 0
Appendix B
The Value of Information in
Energy Production
We consider an application of the general framework presented in Chapter 2 to energy
production whereby the energy supplier seeks to minimize the cost of energy production
subject to having some information about (a random) demand. Demand information is
important to the supplier in our setting because the supplier is penalized if it undersupplies
demand.
Let D(t) be the random demand for power at time t with E [D(t)] = p(t) and VAR [D(t)] =
o2 (T), and let p(t) be the power produced at time t. The supplier's cost c(p, D) of produc-
tion is a function of both p and D, which, in our simplified setting, is defined as
c(p, D) = E3ap(t) + E,3 [D(t) - p(t)]+
t t
where a is the unit cost of power, and # is the unit cost (in the form of a penalty, such as
a fine) of undersupplying demand.
We have some side information Y about D, and we assume that the side information
has a certain amount of capacity C(t) at each time t. We define our information set 1(C)
similarly as before: 1F(C) = {PDY I VAR [f(t)] < C(t)}.
We seek to determine the value of demand information to the supplier. Hence, we seek
to bound
J(C) = min { [min{E [c(p,D)|Y]}]
PDY eN P
min E min > ap(t) +( E [D(t) -p(t)]+IY]
PDYEFC) L t +
We upper bound this quantity by choosing a suboptimal value for p(t) and applying
Jensen's Inequality. We first reparameterize the inner optimization using P = p - D.
E min
=E min
1:ap(t{{ Z~t) + D(t)) + Z/# E
Applying Jensen's Inequality yields
< min E [ a((t) + h(t))1
[[D(t) t)]+ Y] .
t
Finally, choosing a suboptimal solution P = 0 yields an upper bound strictly in terms of
capacity:
a :J (C ) a ( E p (t) + E V / 2 (t) - C (t)
t t
where the inequality E [D(t) - b(t)] VAR D(t) - (t) follows from [4]
) + ( E [ [D(t) 
- p(t)]+ Y I
[ D(t) - h6(t) - P(t)]+
Appendix C
Upper Bounds via Splitting and
Pruning
C.1 Computing an Upper Bound by Splitting the Graph
We now consider an alternative information optimization that optimizes an upper bound
for J(pW) that better leverages the structure of the graph to reduce complexity. The upper
bound is based in Jensen's Inequality, and it applies a dynamic-programming-like approach
to computing the average performance backward through the graph, but it requires that
the edge weights obey the Gaussian assumptions discussed before.
Theorem 13. An upper bound J(C) under independent Gaussian edge weights is
J(C) <; min { J(s, {Ye})} (C.1){ye}Er(C)
where
= 9 x (-1= [ij(x (tl (e){})-ie]
~7(v, {7e2 el hd)=x 7e2 x=jdj
and J(t, {-y}) = 0.
Proof. Let J(v, W) be the length of the shortest path from vertex v to t under edge weights
W:
J(v, W) = mi J(tl (e) , W) + We ,
el hd(e)=
J(t, Wi) =0.
By Jensen's Inequality and acyclicity, we have
E [J(v, W) ; E min J(e) [((), )] + e]
elhd(e)=v
so that the set of equations
J(v, { Ey}) = B [ i ~J(tl (e) , {Y,2}) + We
_el hd(e)=v
yields an upper bound for E [J(v, W)].
Now let,
~J(v, {-}, 1) = mi {J(tl (e), {_YQ}) + Ve
el hd(e)=v
so that J(v, {'-2}) = E [7(v, {2}, W) .
Using
P(We > x) = 1 - 4 (IX > e)
and P(mini {Xi} > x) = JJ P(Xi > x) for independent RVs {Xi} allows us to compute the
CDF for the J(v, {ye}, W). Taking a derivative and integrating yields its expected value:
({ )= 1a-(<I> -x 7(tl (e) {-y}) - ie) |)=dj
(e Ihd(e)=V
C.2 Upper Bound on Lost Performance from Pruning the
Graph
The information optimizations presented in this thesis are quite manageable, but we can
further improve their performances by leveraging a simple fact about real-world graphs:
paths of long average length are almost never the shortest path, so information about them
can be neglected. We now provide a bound on the performance lost from pruning such paths.
In the framework of optimizing over the path polytope, this corresponds to removing certain
extreme points from P.
Once again, define the function Ex(c) = E [min {X, c}]. If X ~ N(O, 1), then Ex(0)
. We use E to write a very simple pruning algorithm. Let p* be the path in the graph
with shortest average length. We want to prune the paths p that are often not the shortest
path when compared to p*. Formally, we prune every path p satisfying
E [min {(p*)TW,pTW}j - (p*)Tp = O(p_p*)TW(0) ~ 0.
If E [pTW] is large, we expect that we should be able to prune p, but without additional
assumptions on the relationship between the mean E [pTW] and variance VAR [pTW], it
may be the case that p is not pruned, even for very large mean.
C.2.1 Efficient Pruning in the Gaussian Case
We seek to establish easily-verifiable conditions under which can efficiently prune paths as
well as compute (or estimate) the loss in performance incurred from the pruning. Although
the results in this section are specific to the Gaussian case using the information set FG(C),
they are very easily generalizable to the case of general distributions.
* limO ex(c) = E [X],
e limc-_oo ex(c) = C,
e and ' (c) = 1 - F(c) with F being the CDF for X.
We can also show that, under certain conditions, as the variance of X increases, the value
of ex(c) decreases.
ddProposition 23. Let Z ~ N(O, 1), and let X 1 = c-1Z + p and X 2 0 c-2 Z + p. If c < p and
o-l -2, then ex 2(c) Ex1(c).
Proof. First, notice that
exj(c) = p + o ( .)C )
Now, taking a derivative with respect to o-, we get
+{pa (E) = [ c ( @ ) - c__ + [F - 1] + F(c c
which is non-positive if c < pt. Since
S+= x 2 (c)-x(c),
the difference is non-positive if the integrand is non-positive.
We can now we establish a useful relationship between the mean and variance of a path
that will guarantee that as the mean of the path increases, the path's performance relative
to p becomes inconsequential.
Proposition 24. Let Z ~ N(O, 1), and let {Xy},y be a family of RVs indexed by p with
XP = -(A)Z + p. If .2(p) < p, then
lim Ex,(c) = c.
y-*oo
Proof. Assume p 2 c. By the assumption that o, < VYp and Proposition 23, we have
c > 8x,(c) = Oo(,)z+p(c) E)f-z+(c),
which implies
|c - E)Opz+p (c)| I |C - OX, (c)|.
Therefore, we only need to prove convergence of the lefthand term.
Now,
lim c - 0Opz+p,(c) = lim 8/A .E
As p -+ oc, the inner term goes to 0, and so we apply L'Hopital's rule to get
= lim <k (1 - 2p).
Applying L'Hopital's rule once again yields
c-p /1 3
=lim # 
-p2 -C cVI.
Since #(x)x2 -+ 0, the limit converges to 0.
Verifying that E [pTW] and VAR [pTW] satisfy the conditions of Lemma 24 for every
path p can be cumbersome in general, but there is an easily-verifiable sufficient condition
for it.
Proposition 25. If each edge weight We in G satisfies -e v, then for each path P in
Proof. For a path P, we have
o-p = (e2 X Ay, = Vy-
eGP eGP
Remark 17. Neither Proposition 23, Lemma 24, nor Proposition 25 really rely on Z
N(0, 1), but rather that B [Z] = 0 and VAR [Z] = 1. The Gaussian restriction in this section
is because are assuming pw E FG(C)-
We can use Proposition 25 to derive a simple, efficient pruning algorithm:
1: Choose some threshold length L.
2: For each vertex v E V, compute the average shortest path length J(v) from v to t.
3: Let V v E V such that J(v) L}.
4: Let F = {e E E such that hd(e),tl(e) E V}.
5: Construct a new graph G = (V, E).
C.2.2 Performance Loss from Path Pruning
The following theorem provides an upper bound for the performance lost from pruning.
Theorem 14. Let P = PU _?_ where T = {I p E [pTW] > L} and P = {p| E (pTW] < L}.
Then for any pw E FG(C),
0 < E minp}
- J(p) E 1(# paths of
k>L-
length k) (( - k) - V9E (-k))]
where L = pT E [W] and limk,oo ((L - k) - vk ) = =0.
Proof. The left inequality is clear, so we proceed to prove the right inequality. First,
min iW = min {pT @}
PE1L U P =9 p + 
min p - p)TW }
Since 0 E {(p - p)TW} (take p = P),
=PNV + min
=PTW + min
TW + min
min {
pEPUP
min
(p p)T,0}}
min{
pGP
min{(p- )T  0}
P EP p ))W0
{(pp)TW,01}
+ min { (p - p)T 0
pEP
+ min {(p-)T},
PEpE 9TW
where the inequality comes from the fact that min {a, b} > a + b for a, b < 0, and the last
equality comes from the fact that P E P.
Therefore,
min{{p-p - mi TT 
- min(p p)TW,0}
=> m p } - min <-} n
Take expectations of both sides. We can upper bound the right side as
- E [min (p - p)T 0 < -EE [min
p
{(p- ) 0 = - E (p-TW (0).
p
Let o- = VAR (p - p)TW] and let pp = (p - T9)T E [W]. By the assumption that pt E
rG(C), we have (p - p opZp + pp for Zp~ N(0, 1).
(pp)TW 0 min) pEP
S(p - 0 .
=T)T +min 
-_p)t@, 01PEP
By Proposition 23, we can upper bound -E(p-_r)T (O) by maximizing the variance of
o-, = E [pTW). Therefore, an upper bound for the right hand side is
[Ip+ VE [pTW]8) .-[E [pTW]
We now simply group together the paths by their lengths, yielding
L- - k(#paths of lengthk (L k) - v (k j ) .
k>L
Finally, the last claim concerning the limit to zero is simply a restatement of Proposition
24 El
Remark 18. While the bound in Theorem 14 may not be practical for general computation,
it may be applicable to classes of graphs that possess certain regular structures. Noteworthy
in the bound is that although the number of paths of a particular long length may be large,
Proposition 24 tells us that as long as the number of such paths does not increase too quickly,
the performance loss from ignoring them is bounded.
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